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In 1963, the Unite 5 States Supreme Court hmded down its de-
cision in the case of Northern Natural G *.s Conn v^ny v. State Cor >ora-
111. K ill ' . . - ...L i. ..I..V .I I I I l l | | |
tion Commission, 37 2 U.S. 84. This decision impaired the ability of
the states to protect the correlative rights of natural g&# ?>ro ucers
by inv .ii ating an or- er entered by the Kansas Corporation Commission
requiring an interstate ripe tine purchaser to take ratably from ill >ro-
ers in a common source of supply. The state administrative or er
was hei unconstitutional on the ground that state control over inter-
state purchasers had been >r«?empted by the 1938 Natural Gas ctf
15 U.S.C. H 7l7-7l7w. Ratable take and common purchaeer or* ers
which h«fJ been the principal regulatory controls employed by the states
to prevent discrimination in the production of natural g^» were thus
invalidated if directed to interstate purchasers.
oatgakU V afit .a oobtoD 9yio»0 ,/>weC
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This paper seeks to evaluate the extent of the damage which the
Northern Natural Gas Company decision inflicted upon the conservation
machinery of the various producing states. The natural gas proration
systems of four such states • Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and Kansas *
re examined during the course of this evaluation. Each of the producing
states In question cortinues to operate its natural gas proration system
on the basis of statutory machinery which was largely rendered ineffec*
tive by the Northern Natural G*s Company decision*
lthough the author concludes that state ratability orders •irected
solely to producers will continue to be upheld as a constitutional 1
of protecting correlative rights, he submits that such orders do not
afford a practical tool to the states with which discrimination in gas
production can be prevented in every situation. The problem of assuring
ratable production foes not appear to be pressing at the present time,
but •hauls' it ever become a serious one, the states will be severely
handicapped in their attempts to provide a legal solution.
vi
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NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
Almost thirty years have been swept into the pages of
American history books since 1938, when Congress enacted the
1
aral Gas Act an thereby conferred regulatory authority over
the sale an* transportation of natural gas in interstate commerce
to the Federal Power Commission* The nation's lawmakers
a-.'or>tev this comprehensive statute, because of a firm belief that
constitutional limitations u?on the regulatory authority of the states
necessitated feiwel control in orr er to regulate the interstate trans -^
portation an--.' sale of gas. ointing out the intention of the Natural
Gas Act to a .»..<ortion regulatory power between the state and federal
governments, the statute specifically acknowledged state authority
in the areas of ro uction an gathering of natural gas. Although
the perimeter of state control has been constantly narrowed in the
interval since 19 38, the traditional authority of the states in the
areas of conservation and protection of correlative rights remaine
*-or-iees intact until the 1963 decision of the Unite ' States
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In this case, the Kansas Supreme Court was reversed en its
holding that an or er of the Kansas Corporation Commission re*
quiring an interstate pipe line urchaser to purchase ratably from
all producers in a common source of supply was a valid exercise of
that agency's authority. According to the United States Supreme
Court, the or- er colli cd head-on with the preemption : octrine,
pursuant to which state laws must be invalidated if federal supremacy
is to be preserved. The Court held that the state order was an un-
constitutional intrusion into the jurisdiction accorded to the Federal
Power Commission over the sale and transportation of natural gas in
interstate commerce by the Natural Gas Act.
An essential goal of state conservation statutes concerned with
natural gas resources has been the protection of the correlative rights
of producers by giving them an equal opportunity to produce their fair
share of gas from that portion of the common reservoir underlying
their tracts. As Professor Charles J. Meyers has observed, u until
the Northern Natural G&* Company decision, the United States Supreme
Court had recognised the traditional right of the states to protect cor-
relative rights by the prevention of uncompensated drainage and such
protection was usually in the form of ratable take orders irecte 1 at
4
educe** and purchasers alike. Without ratable production by all
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reservoir, the gaa moves toward the low pressure areas aroun the
over-pro* uced wells an the result is injury to correlative rights by
inage. Proration is concerned with controlling the quantity of
production and involves both the regulating of the level of >ro action
by means of allowables and the division of production among the well
5
owners (ratability).
A question Quit has concerned many legal writers since 1963,
is whether the Northern Natural Gas Company decision stands for the
proposition that the states lack the constitutional authority to protect
correlative rights in the case of gas which is sold in interstate com-
merce, or, whether it merely means that the states must avoi protec-
tive measures which are directed at interstate purchasers t In the
course of its opinion, the Court said:
These state orders necessarily deal with matters
which directly affect the ability of the Federal Power
Commission to regulate comnrehensively and effectively
the trans >oet&tion an. • sale of natural gas, and to achieve
the uniformity of regulation which was an objective of the
Natural Gas Act. They therefore invali ly invade the
federal agency's exclusive omain.
Because of the fact that almost any conservation order has a
possible effect upon price whether it is aimed a acers or
purchasers, this tr*0 of reasoning woul deprive the states of their















pointed out that the language of the Court quoted above would prov-
the basis for a plausible argument that state conservation regulations
should not be ©rmittei to interfere with contractual provisions adopted
?
in compliance with federal regulations. On the other banc, Justice
Brennan, in speaking for the majority in the No
Company decision, observe*' that Kansas • i not appear to lack
g
"alternative means*' of enforcing its ratable ta; e or era.
reference to the existence of "alternative means" being available
to the state in its quest to assure ratable production would make
plausible the legal argument that those orders which require ratable
production by producers will continue to be sanctioned by the Uni*
States Supreme Court. The majority opinion also reaffirms the
9
validity o: Champlin Refining Com
;
^any v. Corporation Commission,
whore the Court in 193*, had recognize ? the authority of the state to
assure ratable taking by the issuance of OflW : irected at ro ueers.
This reaffirmation of the Champlin Refining Company decision seems
to mean that state ratability or-'em aimer solely at oro ucers will
continue to be even though they have an in irect. but similar
impact upon the cost structures of interstate gas purchasers. In eed,
one writer on the subject has taken the position that it is the means
employed by the state in establishing ratability that constitutes the
liMOWr «
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key oint in etermining whether the state has acte within its
10
constitutional authority.
It is the >uroose of this paper to examine in an epitomised
fashion the current proration methods relating to natural gas
reduction utilised by the four pro- ucing states of Texas, Okla-
homa, Louisiana, and Kansas. Hopefully, such exploration will un-
cover the statutory an a. roinistrative schemes employed by each
of these jurisdictions in seeking to afford suitable protection for
the correlative rights of natural gas .ro acers. This is "eemed
to be a desirable unertaking in view of the restrictive consequences
which stem from the Northern Natural Gas Company decision.
-.













A V ORD ABOUT CONSERVATION AND
NATURAL GAS PRORATION
In to*. ay's complex aa<j modern industrialized worH the variou*
sources of energy occupy an extremely important an strategic posi-
tion. One such valuable energy source is to he fount in the nation's
exhaustible reserves of natural gas which be have been protected
an conserved by the several producing states for several deca- ei.
In recent times, the relative position of natural gas as compare' with
other fuels has change*? quite dramatically. For example, thirty years
ago only 5.8o/o of the world's total energy consumption was derive-
from natural gas, whereas twenty years later, in 1957, aooroxin itely
11
l4.8o/o of all global energy ro uction originated from natural gas.
The history of oil and gas conservation in the United States
dates from 1878, when the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania enacte
the first statute relating to the casing and plugging requirements for
I
J
wells. Texas first became acquainted with natural gas seventy yeare
•go when it was iscovered in a well drilled in 1 ashington County in
13
1897. In 19<39, the first common purchaser act was adopted in
Oklahoma and in 1913, that jurisdiction became the first state to
enact legislation conferring authority upon a regulatory agency to
su>ervise the statutory oil and gas conservation policies. Texas
Ol ft !.-•.
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folio*-ed suit in 1919. by conferring similar authority to its Eailroar
15Commission. Exorbitant waste often accom >aniee the earliest :>ro-
tion an- for many years* the national consumption of natural gas
barely equaled the volume that was vented v asteiully.
The oil and gas conservation "battle" was relatively quiet during
the erio bttW— HM leillMll— o: ovY I M I Ml ttsl cer-innin | o.'
the so-called Great Depression of 19 9* in that year* Kansas unsuccess*
fully experimented with a system of voluntary proration of oil and gas
17
as a means to regulate its excessive pro uction, an a lethora of
conservation laws, regulations, rules an oroers followed in the waxe
13
of the discovery of the prolific East Texas Fiei< in 1930." Concerning
the historical development of oil and. gas conservation laws, the then
19
Governor of Kaneas, Edward F. Arn, commented in 195 3:
It was in the early 30* s that economic waste was recognize
when there * as production in excess of the current leman '
and when that over-pro' uction -layed havoc with the in^ustr,.
Our regulatory bodies attempted to curb that ©v«»reproduction;
and they were criticized on all si es •• the consumers wailed
that the orice of petroleum products was too high, an the
individual producers howled that the taxes to support the
conservation urogram were too high."
(n any event, for practical purposes at least, the efforts to conserve
these vital natural resources have largely been made during the s>>an
of a single generation.
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»enacted legislation designed to accomplish the roration of r action
California is currently the only major ro icing state which has
r'eclinecs to authorise a regulatory agency to perform such * task,
1"
The authority to restrict production is the basis of the various
state systems of natural ga« proration* It was over six decades ago
that the question of whether the states constitutionally can enact con-
servation taws that interfere v ivate ownership rights in oil
gas was finally «ettle m Vm- tes Supreme Court's affirmative
21
answer in Ohio Oil Company v. Inv.iana, tkm authority of state
governments to protect these important natural resources even though
the private right to pro^ uce them was thereby affecte
One commentator on the subject sum; e nature of such
conservation statutes this way.
To put it in a **nut shell", the ; rimary objective of conserva-
tion legislation is to prevent hysical and economic waste
ith a minimum infringement upon, or with an ecuitable a< -
justment of, individual property rights which are incidentally
and necessarily impaired in the process, 15
The theory >lemente>-' by a proration statute calls
for pro uction to be restricted in such a way that every individual
e/wner may produce his ratable share of the oil anc gas from the com-
mon source of supply. Constitutional support for state statutes which
regulate the production au ' marketing of both oil and gas has been








tion of correlative rights is * legitimate use of the police pow er of the
state; ( :) the Important public interest in theee netural resources must
bo guar e ; m (3) regulation is essential to the prevention aiv ! abate*
rnent of surface sulsances which are atten cfion operations.
3 use of private property is restricted by a statute based
upon the exercise of the
;
*oliee power of the state, the statute will be up*
hel:' so long as the restriction is a reasonable method that reaches a
legitimate result, even though serious loes is caused to tbe owner of
such *;rooerty. In other word's, in or /!er to ar ifsh its objectives
of waste prevention ar rotection of correlative right©, the legists*
tive design mn*t :»rovfre for a system of proratl -ocuction on
e<quitable basis.
Mr. Ferrill H. Rogers, former Conservation Attorney of the
Oklahoma Corporation Commission, has ''escribe-' the issue of the
legality of such laws as follows:
Conservation legislation is legally justifiable as an exercise
of the state's police power to conserve its natural resources
for the benefit of the state and its citlsens. Thus the basic
concept ot conservation lau s and the enforcement thereof s
premised on the prevention of waste. MTo prevent waste"
includes the normal t^e&ning of the v or ** ASte** am' also
the statutory < efinitions thereof, which in Oklahoma inclu es
(1) the dissipation of reservoir energy* { ) any practice
which woul result in damage to the reservoir or curtail its
ultimate ~tion, ( 3) the pro n of either oil or gas
in excess of transportation or marketing facilities or the
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oration, then, is a restriction on ction which is impose
by the state in or cr th <t each ro- ucer can obtain hi;- le share
of the yield from the common source of eu 1/. It i« axiom-tic, hov -
ever, th.it a proration statute in an ! of itself v ill not guarantee every
ro ucer a market for his natural g as. Indeed, unless all of the
ro ucers from <* common jooI are successful in marketing their
allowable production, those who are unable to fin< ; urch/sers will
suffer injuries to their correlative rights in the forms of rain-age
an isslpation of the reservoir energy.
In order to >fl»fd more a equate protection to the correlative
rights of all natural gas ro ucers with res ect to their common
source of su >ly, some states have ano ted wh t re calle common
urchaser statutes while other jurisdictions nave enacted so- c lie
ratable-take laws. common -urchaser statute is one which impose*
the obligation u >on the >urchaser» of such roduction of urch>sing
ratably from every ro ucer in • common reservoir. The t
common urchaser act will offer rotection to correlative rights
e en in those situation* where no technic 1 w^ste is being cqmmitte
iough quite similar to common purchaser sst»tutes, the ratably
- usually require >urch<*sers of the common pent** ro uction to
purchase ratably from all r>ro ucers, and this duty is im r.«ose- regar
less of whether the taker is a common carrier or a common -urch-.ser
••• i at •Irffcat m p ;
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«. which is an exaction of the former ty:>e of statute. Ratable taking
utom tically me m by some st»te statutes, whereas
others simply empower the Kt^te regui M agency to require such
on. Texas, for a* .m.le, im oies man«:Utor> ing u on
urch-ser® only »fter it has been or ere' in a -articular situation
by the R ilroa Commission. It shoul' 1 erha be note at this
oint that common urch ieer statutes co not serve to force the
.urchiser to buy more oil' or gas than he s*tM U- nae to meet
a
his m<r!et requirements. These laws merely re uire ratable
r>urchasing on the ,*rt of a taker in the event th .t he cannot acquire
all of the to' action th it is tenderer? to Mm from the fiel . here
this is the case, the statute operates to enjoin the common urch ser
9
from is criminating as between the arious ro ucers.
Pointing u the fact tfcet the roblems confronting natural gas
ro ucers are definitely not fa entical to those encountered by the
ro ucers of oil, one observer has sai
Four factors maKe the effective proration of oil >ro**uction,
either as between fiel s or as between wells MSd leases in
the same fiel-, easier than the aror^.tion of gas. In the
first lace, purchaser of oil or inarily h»s a oste ' rice,
th t is, * rice Ifcat will be ai ny ro- ucer of oil of a
ecifie reified are^. Secondly, oil is com.
monly urch sed un- er I contract known if ision or er
th,*t may be termin teri by either the purchaser ^r the seller
on short notice. This makes the shifting of connections, tr
is, the sale of the oil to purchaser X instea of to urch ser
°*pm* at ys* '«8»'» at** ,
la* iim ndi in
•
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Y, relatively sim >le. In the thir; lace, the oil i e line
systems serving the fields of Texas Are so extensive in
scooe and so inter-connected as to make exchanges or
"swap-outs'* of oil or sales of oil .fter it leaves the field
corr i ely easy. Finally, oil may conveniently be
stored, thereby giving a urchaser considerable flexibility
in its ourch:»ses. The purchaser may be willing to t*ke
curing one month more oil than it actually oeeas because
the excess may be placed in storage.
Practices in the urchise of gas are entirely different.
The m ijor i e lines that furnish most of the gas market
post no >rices. They do not pur-tort to tre^t sellers of gas
equally in eo far M | rice is concerned, even as to gas of
the same quality ro uced in the same fiel I, '• hatever e-
quality of price re ails is ordinarily the result of bargaining
between the seller and urchaser that results in • most
favored nation clause or simil if ro isions being placed in
the gat urchase contract. Moreover, gas i e lines do not
usually urch-se gas under short term contracts* Inete ,
the nature o* the business is such, es pecially with respect
to financing, hence with respect to regulation by the
tyftl ower Commission, th.-t Ion? term gas urchase
contracts, contracts for twenty years or even much longer,
are the rule. As a result, the shifting; of connections, while
quite common in the purchase and sale of oil. is ructic-lly
non-existent in the r.urchase and sale of «„ as. Of equ"il signi-
ficance Is the fact that gas is not commonly stored. V hile
the 1 irger i,>e line purchasers are making increased use
of underground storage facilities, the amount of gas stored,
compared to the amount | urch.ised, is small. This means
th >
;
e line urchaser of gas is at the mercy of the end
users of gas . . . The ^roMem is further complicated be-
cause gas pipe line systems are not so extensive as oil >ipe
line systems an<r 'o not tiv^r-ccnneci to the extent th.it oil
a e lines do. Moreover, even though in a 'articular instance
inter-connection may exist, flexibility may not be affor'-e '
because of the differentials in >urch «e rice an** other
factors. itionl complexity results from the take-or-
pay r:> isions or other minimum take requirements often
found in g«s purchase contracts an? not or? in >rily encounte
in oil mrchase contracts.
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Cottpict Commission | 'tenured a revised form of a suggested conserva*
3i
Hon statute dealing with oil and g*s. This recomraen-'td statute omitted
41 provisions relating to ratable-take obligations and similar uties of
comn-ion urchaeers. Some members of the committee believe
such provisions were more I ro <rlately included in public utility type
legislation, whereas others were convinced that rat jble-taue an.' com-
mon urchaser ro isions are an essential ingredient of comprehensive
conservation legislation. One member of that committee who believed
that conservation statutes which lack such rovisions can be rendered
33
meaningless has stated:
Essentially our problems, both from the oint of view of
prevention of waste and protection of correlative rights,
are presently related to over-su- -•ly of erode oil
natural gas as relate-; to the available market. It is small
comfort to a procucer of oil or gas that he is given the
right to produce his fair sh xre of natural resource from
a common source of supply if he is in f ict unable to sell
or market what he roduces.
It remains to be seen whether state statutes which o contain
these rovisions have nevertheless been rendered meaningless.










THE TEXAS METHOD OF NATURAL
GAS PRORATION
Production anc use of natural gas in Tex.*s is go .erne by
34 35t itute that Is sanctioned by the state constitution. At the time
of its enactment, the Texas Legislature declare this conserva*
tion law was deemed to be necessary in or er to rotect both ublic
anc private interests against waste in the pro' uction anc use of
natural gas anc to guard against the lac* of correlative o ortunities
among gas owners to produce their f«ir sh-re from the common
su.) 4y.
Section 10 of Article 60 09 states:
It shall be the duty of the Commission to prorate and
regulate the daily gas well iu uction from each com-
mon reservoir in the manner and metho herein set
forth. The Commission shall prorate anc regul -te such
rocuction for the rotection of public and private
interests:
(a) In the prevention of waste as "waste** is defined
herein,
(b) In the adjustment of correlative rights a
op ortunities of each owner of gas in a common
reservoir to produce anc use or sell such gas as
ermitted in this Article.
The Texas statute assigns the duty of determining the status of
• al^^M
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production from gas reservoirs throughout the state to the Railrc
36Commission, The Commission is directed to prorate and regulate
production from a reservoir whenever the Commission discovers the
existence of waste or whenever it fines that waste is imminent in the
production therefrom. Proration and regulation are also directed by
the statute in those cases where the Commission determines that the
^city of the wells to produce natural gas from a reservoir exc*
the market em an'.! for such gas. The statute also requires that the
roration and regulation thus imposed by the Railroad Commission
37
shall be reasonable.
Although the statute authorises the Haiiroa Commission to
prorate and regulate the jro-uction of natural gas in order to protect
correlative rights and to prevent waste, the Commission is seldom, if
ever, called upon to prorate production for the latter mr >oee. This
is explained by the fact that gas reservoirs are ordinarily Immune
from "rate sensitivity*', that is, the rate of »ro* uction has a negli-
gible effect from an engineering view > oint, on the ultimate recovery
from the reservoir in the usual case. Ordinarily, the Commission's
principal obligation in natural gas proration lies in the determination
of the market demand for gas from a field and the granting of that
demand as the field allowable in such a way that each well is permit-
ted to pro. vice its ratable share.
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The Texa Lssion has been called the mou -*ower-
ful state . e Unit' The C an
s been est© scretion in the ion of the statutes
to it for implement* tion. It ha* been ex >ressly author*
U rules, re ;>ns or or ers which it fines to be neces-
sary in or er to carry out the ro leions and >ur oses of sv
Commission exercises most of its authority with-
out resorting to court action, even when fm icial review occurs* the courts
will ordinarily sustain the administrative decision if it is support?
41
substantial evidence. &% two commentator a put it
ny forthright i of the Commission* s administrative
rocesses must recogni e that much of the essence lies in
informal arrangements which o not even move into the
mission's own formal >roceedings. Even of formal ecisions,
only a han ful iff* review*
roration inolves the restriction of ro action and the allocation
of the ro action that is kUowec* tmong the various owners of the co
mon source of su 1.. The word itself me ion1 *. The'
most important elements of - natural gas roration system ares (i) a
erminAtion of the maximum allowable tion from each reser-
voir; an' ( ) a formula, for the ratable distribution of the all c-
tion to each owner in the reservoir. Each reservoir is ro.
sly in the Lone tat*. The Texas system involves: (1) restr
Hon of
;
»ro- uction; ( ) allocation of the allowe ro at tion among
r t WWW* VT ""-.*v










ro; ucers; (3) adjustment of allowables to equate allowable production
to actual production; an' (4) provision for the ratable purchase of gas
in order to prevent riscrimina*ion of correlative rights.
ithin ten days after the start of production, the absolute daily
open flow Potential of each gas well must be ascertained by means of
a prescribe test* The results of this test must be forwarded to the
Railroad Commission within fifteen < : ays after the test has been com-
42
>let«d. The o en flow rate is indicated in this test in terms of the
maximum allowable that can be as signed! un er normal conditions to
the well in those gas fields where special field rules have been adopted
43by the Commission. In fielda where no allocation formula has been
adopted by the Railroad Commission, the ro uction of natural gas
from their wells is limited to twenty-five er cent (- 5°/o) of their
otential capacity, except for casinghead gas. In emergency situa-
tions, however, the Railroad Commission can especially authori e
greater production.
Two classes of gas wells are recogni •«•' by the Railroad Com*
45
mission: (1) "ororate< M wells; an^ ( ') Mnon- rorate^Vells. :: ro-
rated wells have their allowable production etermined by special
field allocation formula prescribed by the Commission, whereas the
allowables for the non- >rorate<' wells are not ascertained by such
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incapable o< cing their calculated allowables; ( ) those with
special allowables in excess of those fount- by use of the field al-
location formula; and (3) those with adjustable allov^bles crea'
by reason of their inability to balance underproduction or overpro-
duction during the secon balancing ?erio»- (the adjusted monthly
allowables for such wells are limited to the maximum monthly
production for any one month » uring the immediately receding
balancing perio
ointed out previously, proration of natural gas. ction
from a reservoir must be undertaken by the Railroac Commission
whenever the full production of gas wells producing gas only in the
field is greater than the reasonable market demand for it. ElM
>rorated production allowed from such a reservoir Is set by the
statute as that volume of gas required by the reasonable m -rket
daman? which can be produced without waste. ¥ hen it has deter-
mined the reasonable market demand, the Rail; ommission is
irected to allocate and distribute the allowed production among the
rious pro ucers in the reservoir on a reasonable basis.
Two factors to be utili ed by the R-ailroad Commission in de-
termining allowable production have been specifically listed by the
legislature: (0 the si e of the tract with respect to surface position
and common ownership; and (2) the relation between each well's daily
A * lie
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ro<-ucing ca *acit the totil ally c Ity of -11 well* in the com-
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zr on reservoir or one. The Commission is required to ignore the
si e of the tr.ct in so far as it is in excess of the efficient dr -in -ge
area of the well or wells th.tt sror'uce at twenty-five *sr cent ( 5°/o)
of city.
Initial determination of the monthly allowable for a newly pro-
rated field is accom lished by the Railroad Commission with compara-
tive ease. The forecasts of >rocuction filed by the various ro ucers
in the reservoir are simply zdrtrnti and the resulting figure is the
monthly allowable, i iter the reservoir's production has been prorate
for at least three months, the Commission begins to h .-.rmoni e the
ro 'ucers* forecasts of future production with the actual eman for
gas front the reservoir. This adjustment is made by com <*ring the
current forecasted oro-uction with the actual ro -action reflected in
the current reports available (the latest monthly roduction figures
from the reservoir are usually those of the third month receding the
49
current forecast). The forecasts filed by the to ucers have been
likened to •educated guesses 1 '.
Initial purchasers of gas produced from the wells are required
to file nominations of their requirements for gftt 'uring the month
following the submission of the nominations. Operators using gas-well
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operators of recessing plant* are under the s^me obligation if they
ourehase n**tur it the well-he These purchaser nomin
tions provide the Railroad Commission with information concerning
the total purchase requirements for gas to be rom the re»
servoir during the following month. In those reservoirs which have
been provided with an allocation formula by the Commission, the well
operators are require*, to submit producer forecasts by the ninth
of each month for the following month. These forecasts reflect the
volume of natural gas each operator ex •ectt? to produce during the M
succeeding month.
termination of the market demand for natural gas >ro- action
from reservoir during the ensuing month || warily based u >on
53
the producers' forecasts. It is important to realise that the fore*
casts of reduction filed with the Railroad Commission by the operators
I reflect any volume of gas u> to the limit of the maximum production
capacity of their wells.
Hecogni ing the fact that market demand for natural g-as tends to
emboty general fluctuations*, the Tex:>» conservation statute author! es
the Railroad Commission to permit wells in a reservoir to pro uce
greater volumes of gas than those specified in the monthly allowable,
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tot t
ate two 11; iwis on this autkori * 9 on. . tt, no well
> uc« u.orc than twice its ncor. le hi
one mtsttfe unless the &ailr< *inmi«sion recogni es the existence
oi an emergen-: an wherein the incre- . Trom
the reservoir cr.no* otherwise be satisfie -ever, e en in a re*
co&ni e J emergency situation, the maximum o .
ie «et at ftror time« the monthly .e well or at twent
,
er cent { :^°/o) of the daily *»« ' the well
no well can be -emiitte ro uce more th *n twice its mont jw»
Le for more U o months in any six mo:;:. •*!
e practical result oi the 0t.atutor1.lyor ction in
excess of rhe as-signed monthly ilo-s able* it well' 3 allowable
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Is fixe or a ei> aasis instead of on a monthly basi». If I
well is w it the end 01 the first six months "balancing
erio **, it can roce^ e it* oncer: kg the see...
six months pnrts)). U the well cannot make u it« accumulat*
'.a:; the se t loses its un erage
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nentlv through cancellation.
rects thit the KeUfSjatJ Commission sh^ll restri
ire m iron: -*11 *ell£< that are overproduce-- on Mar.
ternber 1, by assigning a £r.*c tionai part of their monthl






Allowable e into balance during the next six months period. If over-
^rocuction is not balanced during the ensuing six months, the well
mast be shut in until such time as a balance is achieved. The Com-
mission is authorised to permit underproduction to be accumulate'
so that it c >n be made up during the second balancing period.
Proration of natural gas in Texas is linked with market 'em. nd
requirements as determined by the Railroad Commission. It appears
that the system operates in a very satisfactory manner so long as
there is a copious amount of cooperation on the part of the operators.
Texas system* s most vulnerable point is the usual practice of the
Commission of adding the producers' nominations In order to arrive
at current market teman.. The ordinarily smooth- running conserva-
tion machinery is susceptible of being put out of "kilter" by adroit
manipulations on the ^>rt of an operator who is ill-disposed to co-
t ation.
Most of the formulas established for oror^ted gas pools in Texas
provide for the allocation of two- thirds of the ^ool allowable to indi-
vi ual veils in the proportion that the acreage assigned each well
bears to the sum of the acreage in the reservoir, and one-third equally
among the wells completed therein. To illustrate how the natural gas
ror ition syetexn operates in the Lone Star State, assume that this is








prorated reservoir. There are only four operators an*; four wells in
this hypothetical fiete, a a follow a:
•3rate* one well on cree:
X operates one well on 19 acres;
Y operates one well on 3 acres; an
operates one well on 40 acres.
For the month of M -rch# each of the four operators submit their
nominations of estimated gas production to the Railroad Commission
as follows:
nominates SO million cubic feet;
X nominates IS million cubic feet;
Y nominates 30 million cubic fee
nominates 15 million cubic feet.
Each of the four wells in the field have >ro<*uction capacity of one
million cubic feet of gas per c .y. The four nominations total 90
million cubic feet of gas and the Commission therefore official! e-
termines that volume of gas to be the mar rauusd for the month
of March. One-thir^ of 90 million cubic feet is allocate- to wells, so
30 million cubic feet is equally divided by four and each o »er itor gains
7-1/ million cubic feet thereby. Two-thir<ie of the total forecasted
roHiction is allocate*! according to acreage, so 60 million cubic feet
is divided by the total of 109 acres an« each acre receives
!/
«. 4<
cubic fc«t of ^as, as folio-
's **ell get* 16 million cubic feet plus 7*)
illion cubic feet for a total of »
million cubic feet;
well gets 8 million cubic feet plus 7-
million cubic feet for a total of l r>-l/
illion cubic feet,
Y*s well gets 3 million cubic feet ;lus 7-1
million cubic feet for & tot 4 of 39-1/
llion cubic fee
Z'b TRell fete 4 million cubic feet of gas 4us
7-1; tt.illion cubic feet for tot>l of
11- million cubic feet.
Aeeume that curing March, the ;i e line -nxrchaser Uv
takes 30 million cubic feet of gas from V * s well, 10 million cubic
feet from X f » well, 3 million cubic feet from Y's well, sn
million cubic feet from / *s well. Com *Hag the allowables with
actual : ro« uctlon for the month of WUrch results in the follow!
-
V.'s well overvro uced <-l million cubic feet;
'a well unier ro uced 5-1/ million cubic feet;
Y*s well balanced perfectly
i well was un:;er >ro< ucec l+tfi million cubic feet.
The n*t unc c action for the pool uring March was 5 > cubic
feet.
Assuming that the four operators submit the same nomination*
for June as the i M*rcb, the U "ommission will procee i
to acjust the market ^emano for the month of June ae reflects ' in the
•df al o -Unom *di
~ 5-
?ro ucer forecasts by the amount of the net under reduction:
Jane nomination*? uMc feet
Underage in M -1 ' million cubic feet
: How able in Juner 89 41Hon cubic feet.
V. can accurrul-vt« over: ro Miction on hie well through two bal-
ancing •.>erio*' l s, however if the Commission iiw o hi* well out. of
balance the following May, when the actual production in February
is available to it, the well will be or^tr®-' *hv+ in until it is balanc
X MM can accumulate under ro^uction for two balancing --jeriods,
but it auch underage is not ma e uo by that time it is cancelled.
enever proration of production, becom.es necessary in order
to protect the correlative rights of a lessee or royalty owner, the Rail*
road Commission must uch an order for a common reservoir
ii requested to o so by an interested -ar r The Commission is
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required by statute to establish proration orders which will give
each producer in a reservoir an opportunity to ro uce his fair nh*re
of the natural gas, because such equal opportunity Is bound up in the
rotection of correlative rights. In carrying out this statutory duty,
i ifficulties have been encountered by the Commission, especially since
1961. The courts have not been reluctant to stride down allocation
formulas which are found to is criminate between a producers right
to an equal chan.ee to produce Ms fair share of the reservoir gas.
>t I i v iTrti ft v K 0*9 S hfl<
'aoi II iud
tmmm MftMliMaaS l«pi




la Atlantic Refining Company v. SUilroad Commission, th«
court hel that the Commission's formula sanctioned what amoun'
to confiscation by permitting ft small tract owner to produce more
than his fair share of the gas. The formula wfti based u>on a one-
thir ; well Nfcd two-thirds acreage ratio. The field contained a number
of natural gas wells that were located on 3^0-acre tract** however
there was one well which was situated on a tract of only three-tenths
of an acre. The Atlantic Refining Company was ?.ble to demonstrate
that the contested formula woul*' discriminate severely against the
large tract wells in that the small tract woul": ultimately be permitted
to recover $2 rIOO (000, from its gas production, even though there was
only $7,300. worth of natural gas in plan* beneath its surface. In the
face of tliis disparity, the Texas Supreme Court h*M that the formula
:>y the Commission was not supported by substantial evidence
and was therefore invalid. Subsequent to this decision, the Railroad
Commission r-romulgated a new allocation formula for the field which
rorated production therefrom on an acreage basis alone. Under the
new order, the email tract operators were to be held to the ;ctioa
calculated by the formula unless they unsuccessfully attempted to 00*2!
with other producers. In the event that their attempted pooling efforts
failed, the small tract operators were to become eligible for a special
allowable which was designed to prevent confiscation by permitting
M•MOT
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their operators to return a profit.
The argument that a generous formula ia necessary in or er to
allow small tract operators an opportunity to produce enough gas to
ovi ;« them with a reasonable profit &n«" thereby prevent confiscation
of private property vai made by the lliteped Commission in Ifalbouty
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Railroad Commission. The argument: was that since the owner of
a tract l» entitled to one well to prevent the confiscation of the $m*
lyins: beneath hi* property, he ia thereby entitled to drain gas from
the adjoining properties in an amount sufficient to return a profit.
The contested one-thir two*thircs formula woul have permitted
each small tract operator to -..Irain ?2*sV1 percent of his ultimate gas
recovery from a 'joining tracts. The formula was struck own by the
court, because i? its not give all pf the operator* in the common re-
servoir an equal opportunity to produce their fair share and was there*
fore not su^-orie: by substantial evidence.
The present law relating to the Railroad Commission's alloca-
tion formula* has been described as follows:
V^ hen a statute or regulation thereunder ha* the effect of
permitting one owner to pro uce more than hi* fair sbare
thereby giving the opportunity of '..'raining the excess from
the lead of others who are cieniew. the opportunity to produce
their fare share, confiscation of property results* anc the
statute or regulation is lamsjftd, unless the drainage takes
>lace it an unavoidable result of reason *ble regulation to
prevent waste.












the Railroad Commbsioa, the complainants must take a timely appeal
from such or^er. In Railroad Commission v. Aluminum Company of
merica,
w
the Texas Supreme Court reversed the lower court's
timing th .t the one- third two-third* formula wef not eu*t*iner by
substantial evidence* on the grounci that the large tract owners had
acquiesced in such formula for some four years and therefore their
aal was not time!/ osae'e. The failure to appeal from the imposi-
tion of an allocation formula for one reservoir, however, will not bar
en appeal concerning i formula authori/.ed for a separate pool sub*
64
sequently iacovered at I lower depth.
Both the Halbourv MMl Atlantic .Refining Company decision* clear-
ly demonstrate the invalidity of th* one*third well two-thirds acreage
formulas. Such allowable formulas remain in effect throughout Texas
fields only because the would -he complainants are barred by unreason-
able delay, laches an»; estoppel from seeking to h *ve the Beilr—d Com-
mission's order adjudged null mhI voivU Those who would challenge
in allowable formula in Texas must make certain th t their appeals
are timely ma-'-e. Since there is no statutory Itpp+al time, m> -^v.-eals
should be taken within a maximum six months period and even sooner
in or= er to forestall the unfavorable situation where developments
have been initiated in reliance upon an wilt which has gone un-ch 4-
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ienged for more th-n a thirty-day >erio . Ithough the Railrc
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One method of manipulating allowables and production is quite
complicated, but results in a considerable postponement of the normal
consequences of accumulated overproduction. Assume that X is an
operator with six wells, each of which has a production capacity of two
million cubic ieet. In this illustration X consistently nominates one million
cubic feet of gas for each of his six wells and it is assumed that the
monthly allowables are fixed at this volume by the Railroad Commission.
For ev©ry six-month balancing period each of X's wells receives an allow-
able of six million cubicfeet. Overproduction may normally be accumu-
lated for two balancing periods, but by careful manipulation of each well's
production, X can prevent the timely shutting-in of his overproduced wells.
five-year record of production from X's six wells and the status
of each well at the end of each balancing oeriod is shown bel-
Veil 12 IS 4 30 36 48 54 60
No. Mob. Mos. Mos, Mos. Mos. Moa. Mos. Mos. lAoa* Mo*.
7 5 8 4 10 111 1
6 7 5 9 3 10 U •
3 7 1 f 3 9 3 10 12
4 6 1 4 9 3 I : 11 1
10 11
3 11 1
1 <~i 'Ji. 't -*i r •
i
,





Commission could change such allowable formula* on it* own initiative.
it hae been reluctant to tike such action and so the confiscatory formu-
continue to exist, because of their immunity from judicial review*
In discussing the problems inherent in determining an equitable
66
formula, Professor Eugene Kunt?, has sai
In or^er to be fair &nd in or<..;er to protect correlative
rights completely, the share all.- to each owner
should represent the portion of the common source of
supply which he could have produced if no regulation what-
ever h&A been imposed on -trilling and f.>rot;uction« The
proper rsoint of reference for making such a determination f
should be the law of capture, as refined by reco&EuUed cor-
relative rights. Under this concept, each owner should be
entitled to that portion of the common source of supply
hich he could have produced by -rudent operations if
operations had not been curtailed. If the criterion de-
scribed above is accepted, in authorising wells or in
allocating ..-reduction, all factors are relevant which
relate to the excellence of th® particular tracts over-
lying the common source of supply. Accordingly, acre
feet of saturated sand would be only one factor to take
into account along with porosity and permeability of the
san^, location on the structure, and possibly the quality
of the structure for trilling purposes.
In addition to its problems with allocation formulas, the ft&ilrc
Commission h&® experienced difficulties with its efforts to ensure an
equitable distribution of production. By following its usual practice of
merely adding up the producer forecasts to determine the month!
market demand for natural gas from a reservoir, the Commission
has encountered situations where exaggerated nominations have been
used by operators to imoinge upon the correlative rights of other
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One method of manipulating Allowables wm4 production is quite
complicated, but results in a considerable post »©»eme»t of the normal
consequences of accumulated overpro Action, assume that >v is an
operator with six wells* each of which has a production capacity of two
million cubic feet. In this illustration X consistently nominates one million
cubic feet of gas for each of his six wells anc it is assumed that the
monthly allowables are fixed at this volume by the Railroad Commission.
For every six-month balancing perioc each of X's wells receives an allow*
Able of six million cubic feet. Overproduction may normally be accumu-
lated for two b&lancing oeriods, but by c ireful m nipul«tion of each well's
production, X can prevent the timely ohutting-in of Ma overproduced wells.
five-year record of production from X's six wells and the status
of each well at the end of each balancing :>erioc is shown belou:
1 ell I 18 4 30 36 42 48 54 60
No. Mo». Mos. Mos. Mob. Mos. Mos. Mot. Mos. Mos. Mos.
1 7 5 1 4 10 11 i I 1
6 7 5 9 3 10 i
3 7 I f 3 9 1
•
2
4 6 1 i 9 3 11 I II
5 6 7 5 a 4 10 11 1
1 t 6 7 1 9 2 11 I 1
. • oi. a
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t the end of the first balancing period, >* baa over-produced
well a I and 3 by one million cubic feel. During the secoc- ucing
ported, K brings these wells into balance , b * overproduces well 4 by-
two million cubic feet •ad wells i MM 5 by one million cubic feet each.
Six months later, at the conclusion of the third balancing period, X
h<*» mUmmmnJ wells • , 4, MM 5, but has overproduce--? well 1 by two
million cubic feet, vveil 3 by three million cubic feet, an3 well 6 by
one million cubic feet. At the close of the fourth balancing perior
,
wells 1, 3, tad I are balanced, however wells I *»nd 4 are overproduced
by three million cubic feet. At the end of the fifth balancing perio
X balances wells , 4, n i, however an overage of three million
cubic feet each is re orteo for wells I Msd 6, while well I is over*
produced by four million cubic feet. M the close of the third year,
X balances wells 1, 3, MM 6, but has overages of four million cubic
feet each for wells I, 4, MM 5. These wells are then brought into
balance by the enrf of the seventh balancing MNPfcMa but wells 1
have overages of five million cubic feet each anc well 3 had over >ro-
uced four million cubic feet of gas. At the close of the fourth year,
X has balanced wells 1, 3, MM 6, but has overproduced wells 4 and 5
by five million cubic feet each ant* well has an overage of six million
cubic feet. V hen the ninth balancing perio en* s, X has balances wells
, 4, ancl 5, but has overproduced wells;!, 3 f an* 6 by six million cubic
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feet eat! - nurt • fifth ywuf the syster-
with X an-': at the clo&e of the ten?
well* 1, l« Mftri -, but has over i three remaining. wells
six million cv I eet ea.
tring the five-year -erio", St has managed tc •* 3t
million cubic feet of gas whereas the norm-al operation of the gMrwra*
tion system an>- the bal&ncing rule v ©ul have allowed him to rvro'uce
only m cubic feet uuriCLs that -erio i mani. ve
left him with twenty million cubic feet of gas to the go>.
note th&t he dW not hey to shut-in any of his wells until the begin*
ning. of the fifth year* This vmrtetf of ion is illustrate;' in
In this case the fteflwri Commissi that one
operator «M submitting fictitious forecasts in or er to boost the
total aUettvanle .tion so th-at he coul; the normal effect of
the balancing rule "illation of his several wells* Ms a res
of *u" latson, the c enabled to pre er
operator in the reservoir from being able to :e his fair share
of f'^O'-uction as calculated by the allocation i»gmtiUi then in effec
The rusts ion ItitHWji— t#fi" a special or hich suspew
the operation of the
j
rule an^ require':' the ptpwHlis' «; er
to purchase its requirement* I B«r*« In lieu of













with an over ro uced status greater than its average monthly allowable
was to be shut in until the over >ro* uction assessed against it was less
than one bun<: red er cent of its allowable. The .ipeline purchaser was
also re quired to file monthly nominations an:' the under ;ro uction ac-
cumulated by the victim «11 belonging to Atlantic Refining Company
was not arbitrarily cancelled. This remedial order of the Commission
was sustained by the Texas Court of Civil Is.
Another example of the oroblems created by the Railroad Com-
mission's uncritical acceptance of exaggerated producer forecasts is
found in Railroad Commission v, Woods Exploration and Producing
IICompany. In this case the Commission discovered that small tract
owners were filing forecasts of monthly pro uction at or near the
maximum delivery capacity of their wells and were thereby causing
large allowables to be assigned to the field, because of the resulting
estimate of market demand based upon such forecasts. These reservoir
allowables were so great that the large tract wells were vreented from
producing their fair share of the gas, because their allowables were in
excess of maximum delivery capacity. This caused the large tract wells
to be classified as "limited capacity' * wells and, as such.., they were
a esigned allowables ejp to the limit of their delivery capacity. The re-
mainder of the field allowables assigned to the field's large tract wells
under the proration formula were then re-allocated among the small
1.
• tft







tract wells. The «m*U tract wells were thus allowed to produce more
than their fair share of the natural gas; etlon. The email tract
owner* in the field svere thus greatly favored by the one-third two*
thirds allocation formula then in effect &nl the Railroad Commission
attempted to correct the situation. The Commission adopted a s;;»eci
I
order which set ceiling on reasonable market .ernan: for the field's
production. The ceiling, was that volume of natural gas whir «n
fixed as the monthly reservoir allowable, woulr ; *ermit the well on the
largest unit, if its delivery capacity were equal to the largest delivery
^acity of any other well in the reservoir, to receive an allowable
that it nould be ca sable of producing. On review, the court held that
the special order set an arbitrary limit on reasonable market demand
from the common reservoir base! u xm factors which were irreie ant
to actual market demand m therefor® invalidated it for lac'* of any
statutory authorisation. The court said that it appeared clear that
the legislature had not inten ->-. to allow production to be limited: to
less than market demand except where waste prevention was involve
Assuming that the small tract operators were actually marketing their
exorbitantly large allowables, so that their forecasts were accurate
estimates, the only remedy available to the Railroad Commission as
a cure for the malady affecting correlative rights in the fiel-' would be
to modify the proration formula.
•.
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But even when the allocation formula theoretically produces
the desired equ&i opportunity for the operators to share in the com*
mos reservoir production, the problem of protecting correlative
rights can exist where one or more of the operators is unable to
tket his prorated share. In this i>pe of situation, the Raiirr
Commission has another method of affording such protection which
is embodie in the Texas common purchaser act. This statute
provides that a c'efined common purchaser of natural gas must
purchase natural gas offered for sale without discrimination in
favor of one producer or against another in the same fiek". The
statute permits an interested party to obtain an orter from the
Railroa. Commission directing the common purchaser to purchase
its requirements from the reservoir in a ratable fashion, that is» to
take from each producer in the flelr in proportion to his allowed prod-
uction.
Concerning the alue of this statutory authorisation to require
70
ratable purchase, the Texas Supreme Court has declared:
Ratable production an*" ratable take or purchase are
essential in preventing <:rainage between leases, anc
are related to the prevention of above-ground waste,
because if a producer cannot share in the domestic
full market, the operator will try to tim'' some other
market, one which might be inferior use of gas such as
the manufacture of carbon blac$c, Commoa purchaser
statutes are more vital to gas pro ucers than to pro-
bers of oil since gas cannot be readily stored as can
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The R illroad Commission has issued several ratable-take
orders to natur purchaser pursuant to the common purchaser
statute, the most recent litigated order being the one contested in
71
fUilroir Commission v. Rio Grange Valley Gss Comoanv. In this
case, the yip* line purchaser was ordered to extend its gathering
line to the petitioner'* well and to purchase gas frora it without
unjust or unreasonable discrimination. Tbe Texas Supreme Court
held that the pipe line company and the petitioner were uro^ucing in
the same field as required by the statute, even though their respective
wells were producing from different vertically separated reservoirs
and that the protection of the common purchaser act was therefore
available to the petitioner, "'"he authority of the Railroad Commission
to order the pipe line company to extend its facilities* to connect with
the petitioner's well derives from rticle f 049(a), 1 11(4) which reads
as follows:
Section 11(d): The Railroad Commission shall make inquiry
in each field: concerning the connections of the various prod-
ucers an when discrimination is found to he practiced by
any common purchaser as defined in this Act, the said stall*
road Commission shall issue an order to such common
purchaser to make such reasonable extensions of their
lines and such reasonable connections as will prevent
such 'iscrimination.
The Texas common purchaser act relating to natural gas does
not include a reference to "common carrier" in its definition of a





effectiveness of the statute. In Texoma Natural Gag Gomnany v. Rail-
road Commission, ' « gas pipe Sine carrier which was neither a public
utility nor a common carrier was held not to be subject to the common
purchaser law. This holding, in effect* was that the act could not be
used to convert the status of a private pipe line come-any into that of
a common carrier. This problem was not present in the Rio Grande
case where the pipe line company *ai a public utility.
Although no mention was made in the Rio Grange caee of the
decision of Korthern Natural Gas Company v. State Corporation Com*
?3
mission, the fact that the fluilroad Commission's order was direct!
to a wholly intrastate pipe line company would escempt it from the latter
caee. In the Northern Natural Gas Company case, the Kansas Corpora*
tion Commission's ratable-take order was directed to an interstate
a line purchaser and it was invalidated because of its possible
interference with the federal regulatory scheme. Asa result ©£ this
decision, however, future ratable-fc&ke orders will be immune from
reversal only iC they are directed to non-inter state purchaser* of
natural gas, illy, there are probably very few situations where
oa*y intrastate purchasers are involved an,: equity demands that ratable-
take orders be directed to all purchasers in the Held. As one com*
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mentator has observ "The burden of purchasing without discrim*










intrastate purchasers only. 1 ' It wo pear therefore, that the pro-
ration weapon of ratable-take orders aimed at purchasers, wither
interstate or intrastate, has, practically s eaking, been effectively
M apide M except for those isolated situation* where only intrastate
purchasers are involved.
The problem arising out of the practice utilised in the past
some producers whereby fictitious nominations of gas requirements
were filed with the Railroad Commission might be obviated by the en-
forcement of the state anti- trust laws. In Vjoods
J
rw»
•tion Company v. A luminum Company oi America, the plaintiff
sued other operators in a gas field for um&gtt based upon an alleged
conspiracy to violate the Texas anti-trust statutes by filing false pro-
ducer nominations which resulted in a restriction of the plaintiffs
production. The lower court dismissed the suit on the ground that
the R tilroac' Commission was vested with original jurisdiction in the
matter. The Texas Court of Civil Appeals reversed and remand
e
holding that the E^ilrt. .^a-jmission ;<oes not have jurisuiction over
claims involving alleged violations of anti-trust laws.
Although not c.irectly concerned with the immediate subject of
natural gas proration, the recent case of Jf.M. Ouber Corporation v.
76
Penman , * deserves a brief mention, because of its potential impact
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establishing the price for resale o? gas in interstate commerce. The
safeguarding of that Juris iction figured heavily in the decision of the
United States Supreme Court in the l^rj^rn^Natu
•
s Company
case as was pointed out earlier. The HubeT case involved a contro-
versy between a lessor and a lessee over the royalty clause of an oil
and gas lease. The specific question litigated was « hether, under the
terms of the lease* the amount payable as royalty to the lessor • ae to
be ascertained as a specified percentage of the irice receive 6 by the
lessee from his purchaser, or whether it was to he figured on the basis
of the market price for Hksj gas produced in the £i
I
He district
court foun- that the term "market price 1 ' as used in the lease was
employed in its traditional legal sense ant was therefore not the equi-
valent of the price pair to the lessee for his production. The circuit
court of appeals found ample evidence to support the lower court's
findings, but remanded, the c ise and directed that further action be
suspended until such time as the Federal Power Commission determined
whether the question was one within its primary jurisdiction and, if so,
whether it was a matter which ghoul ' be referred to the federal agers
for an initial decision. The outcome of this case will perhaps have a
profound irr pen the already clouded area of federal- state juris-
tion over natural -a action in the United States.
frilJ
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by cancel m xction in ox^er to achieve balanci;
The rationale supporting the pert mcellation of accurnula
77
ua-er^es bee been stated a* follows:
Unless provision i* rna<-,e for cancellation ant re-
distribution of unc«r; toeviction, the impact of a con-
stantly increasing unct ion in the gee pool will
result in the following: Lowering the allowables for
the *elU in the pool an reducing the total output of the
pool below it* et 'eman>% This woul- deprive
operator* in the yooi oi their to produce
their fair share of the full market ceman; .
The effect of the balancing rule on accumulated un< er ,r olfac-
tion is shown in the following chart which also demonstrates the in-
evitable consequences of a rule which v oul allow such underage
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Tho example shown by the chart AestBa«« that the monthly
nominations by all operators* remain constant at twenty-four million
cubic feet, It can be seen that by the end of the second balancing
period when the accumulated un erage ie cancelled , the total field
allowables have been reduced almost in half. If the un^erproduction
were not cancelled, but were to be allowed to be carried forw&r' in-
definitely as a charge against the monthly allowables, there woul be
no field allowable left at the close of the second year! Thus, it can
be seen that although the nominations o figure into the initial de-
termination, it is the total actual production from the reservoir wfctf
in the long run go -ems the allowables. In this theoretical example,
those operators in the field who were not under-producing woe
probably consider the possibility of continually increasing their nomi-
nations in order to offset the effect of the cumulative underages. They
could also contemplate the desirability of resorting to overproduction
of their wells as a remedial device, however the probability that this
would lead to the eventual shutting-in of some wells would un< oubtedly
detract from its attractiveness. Their situation would become untenable
if the rules permitted the underages to a cumulate indefinitely.
The possibility of successfully increasing field allowables by
the unilateral use of increased nominations was recently examined in
78
the case of \) eymouth v. Colorado Interstate Gas Company. Involved
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was the huge West Panhandle field in Texas, which has l&l purchaser*
and twenty-six purchasers. The lessors, who owned the 100,000-acre
Masterson ranch near Amarillo, suet' to recover from the lessee pipe
line for alleged un-'emro uction of the lease and failure to pay royalty
payments equivalent to market value. Admitting that it had an implie
obligation to reasonably develop, produce, operate, and market produc-
tion, the lessee never-the-less argued that it had >>roduced or pak for
all of the natural gas as was permitted by the allowables fix rhe
Railroad Commission. The theory pressed by the lessors to support
their charge of underproduction was that the lessee could have increased
Us authorised allowable production by filing increased nominations
since the proration order in effect for the w est Panhandle field pro-
vided for production forecasts to be submitted by purchasers. TIM
found that the leasee had failed to exercise due diligence in producing
in marketing gas, but found that the royalties paid were the equiva-
lent of market value. A jury verdict at a second, trial, however, es-
tablished a difference between the royalty payments and market aiue
an- the lessor's judgment was therefore stepped up to $24 ,674.88 plus
interest.
Concerning the complaint that underproduction had occurred,
the lessors admitted that both increased nominations and effective
increased allowables would have been necessary in order to permit the
im m













additional gas v,ro< uction sanctions4 by the jury verdict. Since the
leasee held but a twenty oercent interest in the field, it was agre
that the nominations woe to total over fortytwo billion
Ac feet in or er for the lessee to have secured an additional annual
production of 3.1 billion cubic feet of gas from the leasehold, The
appellate court was unable to discover any >roof in the record showing
that had the increased nominations been mate an increase in allow*
ables wsjsjM have resulted which in turn woul" have caused additional
gas production. The case was remanded to the district court to en*
able the lessors to produce such evidence. The court held that the
evidence sustained the verdict as to market value, but was insufficient
to support the finding that the lessee had breached its implied cove-
nant to market pro action. Inasmuch as the lessee had argued that
the Federal Power Commission had primary jurisdiction over the
claim for a higher price for royalties, the court directed that the
question should be submitted to that federal agency for initial decision.
In its opinion, the court pointed out that it appeared to be
mathematically impossible for the purchaser of only one-fifth of I
field's production to ensure that actual production would corres;*
to the volume desired to be achieved by merely filing increase
nominations with the Railroad Commission. Such increased nomine*
tions would be allocated to all of the wells in the reservoir in the form
*/<t •Off «rioU>m>r5 aetMM
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of indivi ual allowables* The opinion states;
This meins that unless the other eighty percent takers
produced their share of the increased allowables resulting
from lessee- Pipeline* s increased nomination, Lessee-
Pipeline would have to increase its nomination in the
succeeding month in an amount sufficient to overcome
the adjustment lor field underproduction* This process,
once begun, pyramids at an accelerating -pace because the
anticipated adjustment creates t larger difference between
such nominations and the static production by the rest of
the field, which in turn means a larger adjustment will
have to be offset by an even larger nomination. The
result is the spiral ascendancy of nominations. Under
a statute and rules requiring good faith nomination
under oath it would be a distortion of the Texas regula-
tory scheme to require a Lessee* Pipeline to make such
astronomical, fictional nominations*
It would thus appear that unilateral action on the part of a
producer or purchaser to accomplish increased allowables by I
filing of increased nominations will not succeed in a large muiti-
•purchaser field.
Mention should be made of the so-called "Heme type" pro-
ration order which was utili ed on occasion by the Railroad Com-
mission until 1961. This or'er derived its name from the order
issued by the Commission on September I, 1955, for the rteae* field
located in DoWitt County. The order was adopted subsequent to h*&*<
ings conducted by the Commission which demonstrated that some of
the producers were filing excessive nominations In order to acquire
increased allowables. These fictitious nominations resulted in in-
*J1> 'riti I I'^-'i'i* \ti r'.'\j "-J . • • »» -, • j i . i... • "» >•. .





creased allowables which were not being purchased by the pipe line.
As a consequence* large underages accumulate eventually the
normal proration system was put out of order so that ratable take
was no longer being achieved. The Commission issued a schedule
showing the participation factor of each well in the field. A well's
participation factor was comprise J of its equitable share of reser-
voir production under the allocation formula.
To illustrate its operation, assume that there are three nro-
<-rucers in a field anr^ participation factors are assigned to their wells
as follows:
A*s well has a participation factor of twentv percent;
B's well has a participation factor of fifty percent; an*?
C'a well has a participation factor of thirty percent.
Assume that the purchaser takes a total of 100 million cubic feet of
gas from the field during March, as follows:
A*s well produces ten million cubic feet;
B's well produces fifty million cubic feet) anc
C's well produces forty million cubic feet.
Since its participation factor entitled it to pro uce twenty million cubic
feet of the March allowable of gas from the field, A's well is underpro-
uced by ten million cubic feet. B's well is in perfect balance, but C's
well has over-produced ten million cubic feet.
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The "Hen^e type'* order require' 5 that a "well which accumuU'.
an overage equivalent to its allowables for the two preceding months be
shut-in until it* overproduction was re to a volume not exceeding
its current monthly allowable.
The pipe line was permitted to take whatever volume of gas it
required in or er to satisfy its demand, but the Railroa:1 Commission
required that such total demand be taken from each well in proportion
to its participation factor. The bur c en was placed on the purchaser
HO
to regulate production from the wells. The result was that the total
monthly allowable was always equal to the total production from the
field* because the actual allowable was not assigned until after the
actual production figures were submitted.
In 1961, the "Kenze type" order was held invalid by the Texas
II
Supreme Court in Rudman v. Railroad Commission. The or^er • as
declared void, because of its assignment of monthly allowables retro-
actively to actual production which failed to conform to the statutory
mandate requiring such allowables to be determined prospectively
by the Commission.
Even if the Texas legislature were disposed, at some future
date to amend the conservation statute so as to authorise the il^ilro ;:
Commission to promulgate f'Hen«e ty le" proration orders, sucb orders
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the Kansas Corporation Commission which were overturned in 19
One of the principal a.' vantages of the "Hemae type" order lay in the
fact that it was a simple method of accomplishing ratable production.
This was achieved by requiring the purchaser to take his gas require-
ments from each well proportionate to the well's prorated alio v able
represented by its participation factor* In effect, the responsibility
for ensuring ratable taking of production was placed on the purchaser.
Herein lies the possible foible, because"tn the Northern Natural Gab
Company decision the ;>olnt was stressed that the unconstitutional
ratable-take orders there involved, in effect, shifted the burden of
balancing natural gas production from the Corporation Commission to
i |
the interstate purchasers. It would appear that a similar objection
could be raised with regard to a "Hense type1 * order adopted for a
field which had connections with an interstate purchaser. So, although
the "Hen t type" or^er was once praised as a simple and effective
method of accomplishing ratable production in reservoirs selling gas
84
to only one purchaser, it now lies in the judicial dustbin of invali :
sd?r*ini strative remedies and the chances of its successful resurrection
appears to be quite remote.
Recognising that ratable-take orders have lost their vitality
when applied to interstate purchasers, the Texas Railroad Commission
has attempted to achieve the same degree of protection for correlative
.•• 1 1 '; &/•..'• ; . . ! . , ... ,,. (," - - .- v> .:< .:>-
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rights by meant of a so-called "ratable pro*: -action" order. In '1-964,
the Commission found that a producer in the II est Lucky (Upper Hardy
Horn) Field in Matagorda County, systematically had been unable to
* uce his allocable of that field's market remand. The Commission
took cognisance of the fact that the operation of the statewide balancing
rule had been abused by cancellation of this operator's underproduction
to his • etriment. Although it declared that such a regulation is or i-
narily an effective tool in the ban. ling of gas production, the Railr
Commission decided to suspend the balancing rule in order to protect
the right of the petitioning operator to proiuce and sell his fair share
of the hydrocarbons in the reservoir. The special order, requi
each producer in the field to operate under exacting allowable and oro-
Auction conditions until such time as cooperation in fulfilling non-t'-i&cri-
minatory ^reduction could be assured. Each producer was ordered to
produce each of its gas wells in accordance with the field allocation
regulation. All overproduction from the field was to be balanced during
the first month following such overproduction and un-rer ro. uction was
to be cancelled at the end of each month. The use of producers* forecasts
was discontinued an-! gas nominations from purchasers were required for
the purpose of determining market demand. The Commission specifically
announced that its or»-er was not attemplii -.impel anv purchaser to








requirin« such gas to be produce* ratably. The desired indirect effect
of this order, however, was to squeeze the urch*isers into the position
where they woul<- h.*ve to purchase ratably in order to mettt their de-
mands for gas from the field.
Any analysis of the proration system of natural gas production
in Texas should take into account the fact that the Railroad Commission
has several different allocation formulas in effect* For example, in
1963, the Commission adopted an allocation formula for the Parnell
Fiel.du (Morrow Gas) in Ochiltree County, based upon the proportion
of acreage assigned to each well in proportion to the total acreage of
all prorated wells. In the Garcia Field in Starr County, the formula
87
is batsed upon a 53°/o-acreage And a 50°/o»weil ratio. In the Shepherd
(Mellinger Sand) Field in Hidalgo County, the proration formula is de-
termined on a two-thirds acreage and a one-third well basis.
It goes without saying that the adjustments built into the or
nary statewide balancing rule are necessary under the present system.
Elimination of all over pro; action would require accurate market demand
.©terminations and these are made difficult, if for no other reason* :
the recurring periods of inconstant demand. The slack periods of
market demand for natural gas are in April, May, October, and Novem-
ber. Cancellation and re-distribution of underproduction is required to






that allowables v. ill be reduced beiov the total required for market de-
mane*. The key to the roblem lies in the utili ation of all factors that
will permit the Railroad Commission's 'etermination of market de-
manc to be as accurate M possible and |MM in the successful
operation of the "ratable production" orders which can replace the
ratable-tike orders formerly available for both interstate am' intra-
state purchasers.
The Texas system works and this fact is an accomplishment in
itself. The Railroad Commission is aware of the fact that improve*
If
ments could be made. The Commission could tighten u;> its method
of determining market demand, but the present system produces satis*
factory results for most operators. V hen it detects a lack of coopera-
tion in a field, the Commission is not hesitant about attempting to re-
medy it by adopting special field rules.
One observer of the Texas proration system in 1956, declared
that the task of assuring ratable taking by natural gas purchasers be-
tween producers in a common reservoir was one of the most vexing
90
problems confronting the Railroad Commission. That observation





OKLAHOi YSTEM OF PRORATING
NATU&AL GAS
Having been t td with slightly more than 8°/o of the total
Unites State ion of natural gas in 1966, Oklahoma 1 * current
role as one of the top (our producing state* in the nation is a secure
91
In January, 1966, Oklahoma 1 * i«3.turai ga« reserves were
being ; cet' &nC marketed at an annual rate of 1.4 trillion cubic
feet am? approximately one-thiro of it* r.tion wa* being con-
92fame " within the state. There i» little doubt that natural gas is a
very important and valuable natural resource throughout the '* Sooner"
State for out of the state's total of seventy-seven counties* oil and gee
underlie seventy of them. Another indication of its vast mineral
wealth is the fact that in 1958, 47% of the entire land area o( Gkla-
93
home was either under mineral lease or wa* productive. It shoul
come as no sur .rise, therefore, that Oklahoma ha* been in the van*
guard of the forces of conservation fighting to prevent waste of these
natural resources.
Responsibility for regulating the natural ga* industry in
Oklahoma rests with the Corporation Commission, a highly compe-
tent state administrative agency which possesses the attributes of
tam
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executive, judicial, an. legislative governmental powers. The
Legislature of Oklahoma has granted exclusive original jurisdiction
to the Corporation Commission concerning the construction* modifi-
cation, or vacation oi ill administrative or- 'ere establishing allowable
95
production from a gae well or unitized area. The Oklahoma Oil and
Gas Conservation Act is a broad regulatory statute aa< 5 is grounded
on the state's police >Oft«r to prevent the %v iste of natural resources
9?
vital to the general welfare. Since its creation in 1917, the Oklahoma
Corporation Commission has had fifty years in which to acquire an in*
valuable wealth of experience and expertise in the area of oil an gas
conservation. This proficiency is effectively utilised today in order
to achieve the three general purposes of state regulation of oil and
gae production, namely: (J) the prevention of waste; (?) the protection
of correlative rights: and (3) the attainment of the greatest ultimate
recovery from the pool.
Six years ago, on April 1, 1961, the Oklahoma Cor oration Com-
mission at opted and promulgated new general rules and regulations for
the production and conservation of oil and gas in that state. Several
changes in the statewide rules and regulations v hich had previously
99
been established in 1946, were found to be necessary in view of the
fact that the Oklahoma Legislature had enacts-:, certain conservation












into the new rules and regulations as the result of experience
knowledge gained by the Corporation Commission during the ore-
ceding interim perio
The concept of physical an- economic waste is a very important
in the area of oil an: gaa conservation. For the purpose* t«t" the
rules an regulations of the Corporation Commission, the t9rm "waste**
is defined as follows;
Definition 55(b). M Tbe term *waste* as applied to gas, in
addition to its ordinary meaning, shall include economic
waste! the inefficient or wasteful utilisation of gas in the
operation of oil wells drilled into an producing from a
common source of supply; the inefficient or wasteful
utilization of gas wells drilled into and producing from
a common source of supply; tie pro uction of gas in
such quantities or in such a manner as unreasonably to
reduce reservoir pressure or unreasonably to diminish
the quantity of oil or gas that might be recovered, from
a common source of supply; the escape, irenctly or in-
-rectly, of gas from oil wells producing from a common
source o£ supply into the open air in excess of the amount
necessary in the efficient drilling and completion or opera-
tion thereof, waste incident to the ro uction of natural gas
in excess of transportation and marketing facilities or
reasonable market demand; the escape, blowing, or re-
leasing, directly or indirectly, into the open air, of gas
from wells productive of gas only, rilled into any com-
mon source of supply, save only as is necessary in the
efficient drilling anr, completion thereof; and the unneces-
sary depletion or inefficient utilisation of gas energy con-
tained in a common source of supply.'*
>ropriate field rules and regulations for inM u*l pools
within the state are promulgated by the Corporation Commission















of natural gas from a reservoir is exceeding the market demand, or
that such rules an<% regulations are necessary in order to prevent
waste* increase ultimate recovery* or prevent injury to correlative
101
right*. Such finning* will authorise the restriction of total : ool
uction and the institution of a suitable allocation formula esignec
to accomplish equitable proration. V. here there is no special pool al-
location formula in effect, the author! mmI production of natural gas
from any well locate in such field is limited to 5°'o of its potential
capacity, unless a special exemption is granted by the Corporation
Comrriission.
.erraination of market demand for oil and gas is made by
the Corporation Commission after due notice and hearing. At such
hearing, the estimates consumption in an. outside the State of Okla-
homa for the ensuing monthly proration perio is determined on a
3
statewide basis. The current estimated consumption and use of
natural gas thereby obtained is adjusted a» necessary in or er to
maintain a equate underground storage reserves which are essential
both to assuring peacetime consumers of a continuous supply and to
providing strategic national defense requirements. After the Corpo-
ration Commission determines the amount of gas to be pro ?om
all pools curing the following proration perio* .this volume is *tlioca
to the various pools without unreasonable discrimination and the assigned
,
.





production of each reservoir is thereupon allocated to the wells in
accordance wi ual field or 5 ers.
106
The Oklahoma statute ;fines "ratable taking" as the pro-
portion which the I 1 flow of gas from the wells of one .>ro haeer
bears to the total amount of the natural flow belonging to the wells of
fellow producers in the same common source oi supply. The ratable-
107
take provision reads as follows:
Section -33. "Any person, firm or corroration. Liking
gas from a gas field, except for purpose* of developing
a gas or oil field, an., operating oil wells, and for the
purpose of his own domestic use* shall take ratably
from each owner of the gas in proportion to his interest
in said gas, upon such terms as may be agre >n be-
tween said owners and the party taking such, or in case
they cannot agree at such price and upon such terms as
may be fixed by the Corporation Commission after notice
and hearing; provided that each owner shall be require
to deliver this gas to a common point of delivery on or
a.jacent to the surface overlying such gas."
Oklahoma's ratable-take statute was enacted in 19 1 3, but it
was not construed judicially for the next thirty-three years until the
194? decision of Republic Natural Ga> Company v. Cor
108
mission, was han e. own by the Oklahoma Supreme Court. The
>ration problem involved in this case originated in the great Hugotett
Gas Field which underlies parts of Oklahoma, Texas, and Kansas, and
covers a large area approximately one hundred Men fifty miles long






ucer in both the Kansas and Oklahoma portions of the Hugoton Fiel
and it had constructed a large network of pipe lines to facilitate the
gathering of it* own production which it then sole to purchasers. In
April. 1944, the °eeriess Oil and Gas Company i rilled a producing gas
well in an area of the Hugoton Field served by Republic's pipe line
gathering system, but no ready market was available to the Peerless
production. Invoking the ratable-take statute which had been on the
books for over three decades. Peerless requested the Corporation
Commission to protect its correlative rights.
The Commission found that ftenubltc's wells almost surroun
the Peerless producing property and that drainage was occurring.
Production from the Oklahoma Hugoton Field was then in excess of
market demand and the Corporation Commission's findings revealed
that Republic's needs did not require the full capacity of its pipe line
system. The 1913 ratable-take statute specifies that any person who
is engaged in the business of producing, transporting and selling
natural gas is required to take ratably from other producers from
the common source of supply who have no outlet for their production.
The Oklahoma statutes declare that every corporation or firm
which engages in the business of transporting natural gas by pipe line
in the state shall be deemed to be a common purchaser and a com*
111
mon carrier. In this case, the Corporation Commission had no
Ml % H
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ifficulty in finding that the Republic Natural Gas Company wat a
common purchaser in the Kugoton Field an that it was therefore
obligated, pursuant to the 1913 ratable-take statute, to commence
taking ratably from the Peerless well. The Commission ordered
Republic to permit Peerless to make a connection with its lines in
the vicinity of the Peerless well. In the event that Republic refused
to accede to such connection* that company woul ; not be permitted to
produce from any of its wells located in the Oklahoma portion of the
Hugoton Field. Republic coul satisfy either by purchasing the well's
gas production or by providing eerless with the essential pipe line
transportation facilities which woul*' carry the gas to other purchasers.
Interestingly enough, in view of the results of the Northern
11
Natural Gas Company decision which was still some six years in
future, Republic vigorously center, sr that the Oklahoma Corpora-
Commission'* order invaded the exclusive domain of the Federal
Pim9T Commission and- therefore unduly burdened interstate commerce
in violation of the United States Constitution. The Oklahoma Supreme
Court disagreed with Republic that this was the case. The court hel
that the administrative order was valid as a legitimate protection of
the correlative rights of natural gas pro ucers. Republic's appeal to
the United States Supreme Court was subsequently dismissed on the
technical jurisdictional ground that the order of the state a. 'ministrative
agency was not final.





The four dissenters in the Republic Natural Gas Company v.H" * ' ' I « ' II III! II. H . fc II llhllll
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Oklahoma, believed that the Oklahoma Supreme Court's ecision was
tid
final for the purpose of Section 2 37 of the Judicial Cede. They also
stated that they would uphold the constitutionality of the contest**
order. They declared:
Oklahoma's power to regulate correlative rights in the
<oton Field therefore does not stem from her interest
merely in the preservation of the natural resources. It
stems rather from the basic aim &nv authority of any
government which seeks to protect the rights of its
cltiUens MM to secure a just accommodation of them
when they clash*
A good example of how the Oklahoma proration system operates
in actual practice is to be found in the orrfer of the Corporation Com-
mission dated. February 7, 1967, establishing field rules governing the




lies portions of both Garfield and Major Counties.
Following hearings held on January 17, 1967, the Commission
etermined that field rules for this reservoir were necessary in order
to protect correlative rights of the gas producers. As additional reasons
for promulgating them, the Commission indicated in its findings that such
field ruled would prevent waste and would assure the greatest 'ultimate
recovery from the reservoir.
The or^er creating the field rules specifies that the Commission
shall hold hearings at regular intervals for the twin purposes of receiving
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gas from the pool. These hearings then result in the establishment of
w it is called the pool allowable for the particular ensuing month. The
i allowable is merely the estimated market demand for a particular
month which is assigned to a particular reservoir. Once it has been
ascertained, the >ool allowable is adjusted for un- cancelled underage
credited to or overage charged against the wells in the pool. The
result of such adjustment becomes the current monthly allowable for
the fiel .
An allocation formula based upon three-fourths {?S°/o) acreage
and one-fourth (-5%) pressure factors is creator for the pool** non-
limited wells. The field rules create two classes of gas wells: (1)
"qualified" wells; and (1) "limited" wells. A well which is unable,
either initially or subsequently, to produce at a monthly rate equal to
the average current allowable for the preceding January* is to be class*
ified as a "limited*' well. A well which accumulates underage in excess
of the maximum permitted by the fiel. rules is also to be so classified.
After the necessary adjustments are made to the monthly pool
allowable, each "limited" well is assigned a current monthly allowable
which is equal to the well's tested ability to produce, and the remainder
of the adjusted pool allowable is then distributed among the "qualific
wells as their current monthly allowables. However, it should be note4
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to adjustment. Accumulated underage is credited to the well and any
accumulated overage is subtracted from it in or, er to arrive at the so-
called **net allowable**. A well's accumulated underage is carried for-
ward (or a limited period of time and is a credit to the monthly current
allowable until the underage is produced. However, when the underage
accumulation exceeds a volume of gas equal to six times the well's
current allowable of the preceding January* all of such accumulation
will be canceller* unless the well has no market outlet for its gas.
Flexibility is provided for in the order since any cancelled
underage may be reinstated at any time by the Corporation Commission
after notice ant* hearing, if there is a proper showing that the well is
capable of producing the current allowable assigned to it at the time of
the hearing* Accumulated overage, on the other hand, is carried fforw&:
as a charge against the well's current allowable and is subtracted from
the latter figure until the overage is mace up. The maximum amount of
overproduction which is permitted to be accumulated by a well is a volume
of gas equal to four times its current allowable for the preceding January*
Once this limit is reached, the well is allowed to produce only ;3°b of its
current allowable until such time as all of the overage is balance
The field rules specifically prohibit discrimination in favor of
one producer or against another. Purchasers and producers are ordered
to comply with the common purchaser and ratable-take provisions of the
•J4~
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Oklahoma conservation laws. Takers of gas are required to take from
•all wells which they can reach by their own line or by lines prv
by the various well owners in the reservoir an*, such takes must be
ratable in accordance with the diverse allocations of well allowables.
The Carney area of the Ouinton Gas Field in Oklahoma pro-
vides an excellent illustration of the type of problem with which the
Corporation Commission has been confronted in its attempts to pro-
tect correlative rights. This field was discovered ptlat to 193/ , M
by 1951. there %ere some sixty-eight wells located within its boundaries.
Five of these wells were owned by the Choctaw Gas Company an. three
others were operated by it in partnership with the only other operator
in the field* the Oklahoma Natural Gas Company. In 19 33, the Corpora-
tion Commission, after declaring them to be common purchasers,
ordered the purchasing companies to take gas from the field on a
ratable basis. This order did not attempt to fix the market demand
for production nor was any allocation formula created for the fiel
although production was limited to a maximum of ?5°/o of a well**
open flow capacity* No further administrative action was tar en with
reference to the field for the next fifteen years, until 1947, when the
Corporation Commission adopted an allocation formula for gas pro-
duction emanating from the Carney area pool. This formula was based






tiona which were required to be submitted to the Commission by the
: chasing companies.
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Oklahoma Natural Gas Company v. Choctaw Gas Company is
a case which arose out of this contested 1947 orter of the Corporation
i; o
Commission that established field rules for the Carney area reservoir.
The five gas wells owned by Choctaw Gas Company had produced a con-
siderable overage by operation of the prescribed allocation formula and
the normal rules concerning balancing of such overproduction had been
held in abeyance by the Director of Conservation pending a decision by
the Corporation Commission as to whether these wells were to be shut
in until they balanced, or whether such overage was to be cancelled in
order to allow the wells to supply their market requirements.
On September 14, 1946, the Corporation Commission ceclared
that Choctaw's market demand was greater than its allowable produc-
tion as permitted under the allocation formula and that to shut in the
overproduced wells would inconvenience the consumers who relied
upon the purchasing company which had no other supply of gas avail-
able to it other than from Choctaw. The Commission's solution to the
problem was in the form of an order directing ih9 Oklahoma Natural
Gas Company to permit the Choctaw Gas Company to make a connection
with its lines and to purchase from it the required volume of gas neces-
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to continue to accumulate overproduction until such time as the connec-
tions were mace with its co-producer and then the five wells were to be
shut in until all of the overage was balanced. The Oklahoma Natural
Gas Company wells in the field were underproduced and the Corporation
Commission took the position that ratable take was impossible unless
such underage was sold to Choctaw, thereby keeping the field pro Auction
in balance.
This solution, as embodied in the order of the Commission, was
held invalid by the Oklahoma Supreme Court, because the tribunal coul
not agree that an unfair taking situation existed in the field, other than
the Choctaw Gas Company's accumulated overage which the a' ministra-
tive order in effect sought to protect. According to the decision, the
Corporation Commission ha:' no authority to ignore the statutory pro-
hibition against overproduction by entering an order which perpetuated
that cnndition unless one private corporation surrendered its property
to another private corporation. The court, concluded its judgment by
declaring: "The police power must at all times be exercised with
scrupulous regard for private rights guaranteed by the constitution,
and then only in the public interest and not for the benefit of a private
M l 1company."
Under the terms of the invalidated order, the total monthly .mo-






applying the allocation formula to lis market demand. Monthly nomina-
tions of requirements of the producers * ere to have been utilized by the
Corporation Commission in arriving at the official estimate of market
demand. In other words, each gas proc ucer in the field would have sub-
mitted a monthly estimate of the amount of gas it needed in order to
satisfy its market for such period. Following this, the Commission,
by me ahs of simple arithmetic, coulc figure the total market demand
from tlve field and set the allowables accordingly. Balancing ®4f over-
production and underproduction were covered by the oroer which woul-
have authorised a well to accumulate cither overage or underage up to
an amount equal to its largest monthly allowable during the twelve m
period immediately preceding. Any well which accumulated overproduc-
tion in excess of this maximum volume of gas was to be shut in, unless
the operator applied to the Corporation Commission and secured appro-
priate relief. The Choctaw Gas Company had successfully argued before
the Commission that ita overproduction was entirely caused by the fact
that the Oklahoma Natural Gas Company was continually decreasing its
monthly nominations for gas and that the situation could be easily cor*
rected by the latter company's agreement to sell Choctaw sufficient gas
at a reasonable price.
Following its triumphant day in court, the Oklahoma Natural Gas
Comoany appeared before the Corporation Commission and request.-
******* *fc





the institution of an order directing that the delinquent Choctaw well*
be shut in until such time as all overproduction ha* been made up. In
spite of Choctaw* s argument that the Oklahoma Natural Gas Cantpt
was actually prorating the field by itself -• by means of its submission
of low monthly nominations -- the Cotnmission ordered the five wells
shut in until they could be put in balance. Thereupon Choctaw pro-
ceeded, to have its day in court as reported in Choctaw Gas Company
i
y. Corporation Commission. The Oklahoma Supreme Court ht
that the Corporation Commissions findings were fully supported by the
evidence. Proration of the Carney area of the ~uinton Gas Fiel-' was
found to be necessary and the drastic measure of shutting in the over-
plidml wells was deemed to be essential to the enforcement of such
1 3
proration. The court declare
To protect such correlative rights, in addition to preventing
waste* ia one of the fundamental powers of the Corporation
Commission under our proration statutes . . . And these two
fundamental purposes of the exercise of the Commission's
powers in proration matters are interrelated, for, if the
State, through this or some other agency, could not protect
such rights, and each owner of a portion of the gas in a
natural reservoir was left to protect his own, we v/'oulc-
have resort to the wasteful drilling practices and races
of the pre-proration days.
Another Oklahoma statute declares that a person producing
natural gas from a common source of supply may take therefrom
"only such proportion of the natural gas that may be marketed without



















bear* to the total flow of such common source of I ... ." The
meaning of the term "natural flow'* was construed by the OKU'.omd
Supreme Court in Sinclair Oil & Gas Company v. Corporation Com-
121
mis«ion. thin the co ntext of the statute, the court held that the
meaning of the term was essentially equivalent to "recoverable re-
serves". The decision is an interesting one in that it concerns the
various factors which are utilised on occasion by the Corporation
Commission in establishing an appropriate allowable formula for a
field.
In this case, a formula for retermining the monthly allowable
production from the Laverna Field was instituter by the Commission.
but it was immediately challenged by certain mineral interest owners.
The contested formula incorporated acreage, pressure, »»d potential
as the key factors which were to be used in arriving at the monthly
allocable for each well in the reservoir. The number of acres in the
Trillin*? an pacing unit were to be multiplied by the square root of a
well's potential, times its shut in pressure, times the total current
allowable of the entire field. This figure would then be divided by the
field's total acreage, times the total of the potentials and the shut in
pressures of all wells in the pool. Upholding the validity of this com-
plicated formula, the OH&homa Supreme Court held that there was
substantial evidence in the riffs' to demonstrate that each well in the
WM r.
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field would be permitted to produce ^rtionately with the total volume
of gas that would be recoverable by *11 of the wells. In other wor»: e, the
allocation formula was loanv to be an ac equate protection for correlative
rights am; it allovteo each owner to produce hi* fair share of the recover-
able TG»erv9& within the common source o£ supply.
On at least one occasion, the statutory yardsticks of natural flow
ana acreage were utilized by the Cor 'oration Commission in establishing
a formula for allowable production which mi;'< use of such factors as
porosity an* permeability of the producing sane and the thickness of the
strata. This formula was contested in Anderson- Prichar*:? Oil Corpora-
12*
tion v. Corporation Commission . Operation of this allocation formula
served to reduce Aacerson-Pricnard'i ratable allowable by ao^roximately
9°/o of the volume it had contended for so the or.er and its formula were
appealed to the courts on the groun ' that the statutory meaning of the
term "natural flow" actually meant "daily rate of flow". The Oklahoma
Supreme Court, recognising that the Anderson- Prichard definition was
not the same as long term potential flow, upheld the Corporation Com-
mission' a formula, Geological information was an essential ingredient
to this formula inasmuch as the total volume of natural gas which each
well would ultimately produce from the pool had to be scientifically
estimated. The Cororation Commission's equation of "recoverable









accord with the legitimate meaning of the latter term.
Finally, in 1946, the Corporation Commission move*' to prevent
the physical and economic waste of natural gas osing a minimum
Ice to be >r gas within the state. This order withstood a chal-
1 '9
lenge in Cities Service Gas Company v. Peerless Oil and Gas Company,
even though the statute under which the Commission >ursorted to act
not contain specific authorisation for price-fixing as a method of
proration or conservation. The United States Supreme Court held that
minimum prices imposed by the state did not contravene the due process
or equal protection clauses of the Constitution. The administrative order
was u . because there was Ample evidence in the record to show that
the low prices then obtaining for natural gas were, in fact, resulting in
economic waste and were conducive to the physical waste of natural gas.
A little more than eight years passed between the time that the minimum
pricing order was promulgated until the United States Supreme Court de-
clared on April ll a 1955, that such minimum price orders were invalid
for the reason that they conflicted with the jurisdiction of the Federal
130
Power Commission under the Natural Gas Act.
V itHn three years following its action in the National Gas Pipe-
1 31
line Company case, the United States Supreme Court dealt similar
blows to the Oklahoma Corporation Commission** efforts to attack eco-
nomic waste through the utilisation of minimum ;r>rice-ftxing orders, in













1958, the Court invalidated an administrative or<er of the Oklahoma con-
servation agency which had purported to regulate the well-head sale orice
13-
of natural gas solr to a processor of liquk petroleum, and a similar
jrice regulation that had been aimed at natural §m* delivered to an inter-
133
state gas transmission company. These decisions effectively blocked
any further attempts to assail economic waste by means of preventing
sales of natural gas at low prices.
ny excursus of Oklahoma's experience in the arena of regulation
of oil and gas production must include mention of Gulf Oil Cor
1 34Oklahoma Corporation Commission , <;eci' : e : in 1961. The events lea -
ing up to this interesting decision began in 1956, when the Corporation
Commission promulgated an or'er directing every crude oil purchaser
in the state to purchase the exact amount of oil specified in the monthly
proration allowables, unless excused from such obligation by the Com-
mission. Gulf sought to enjoin the enforcement oi tills provision in
federal court anc contended that interstate commerce was being burdened
by the Commission action. The federal court reclined jurisdiction since
Gulf possessed the right to obtain an adequate review of the agency* s
authority from the state judicial system MM the United States Supreme
Court dismissed Gulfs appeal.
*
In the late summer of 1957, Gulf declined to purchase the entire
amount of oil allowed by the monthly proration order and refused to avail
*• h* / sdt •*ttl«*g#t off bs*Toc*** J»*rf dairfv, y:>a»8* «oh*vj»a







itself of the procedural remedy orovi e ; for by the order whereby it
coulc seek relief from the Corporation Commission. As a result of
Gulfs disobedience of its proration or er, the Cor >oration Commission
-roceeder to cite the oil company for contempt. Gulf was subsequently
fined a total of $305,000. and the companv 1*1* The Oklahoma
reme Court ed th.*t Gulf Oil Corporation was not a common
1
purchaser within the meaning of the statute, because the actual
transporter was the Gulf Refining Company, • wholly owned subsidiary,
137
and the tribunal refused to pierce the corporate veil.
Terming the result of the decision a "misfire"*, one observer
comments
The decision in this case seems to me to say only that
the Oklahoma Corporation Commission, under the Okla-
horn;: Common ""Purchaser Act, i4oe« not •»< the power
to require a purchaser, which is not a "common urchagser",
to purchase the full amount of oil fixed in the allowable
order.
From the foregoing examples of regulation undertaken over the
years, it is obvious that the Oklahoma Corporation Commission h<*s not
been reticent to experiment with many different solutions to the basic
problem of providing competent protection to correlative rights. In
spite of the fact that some of its responses to the need for abating eco-
nomic waste have been over-turned, this conservation agency has not
demonstrated any reluctance to continue its statutory mission. In ite
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most current field orders, the Corporation Commission continues to
enjoin both purchasers and producers of natural gas to fulfill the obli-
gations fixed by the Oklahoma common purchaser am. ratable-take
statutes. Although underproduction will be treated Madly upon a proper
showing th .t there is no current market outlet, the gas well which
exceeds its maximum volume of overproduction is more harshly dealt
with by the modern field orders. This fact remonstrates that the Corpo-
ration Commission is prepared to utilise the coercive an' ? stringent
method of producer proration if it becomes necessary to < o so because
of a failure of the current display of sympathetic cooperation on the oart
of purchasers.
According to officials of the Corporation Commission, Oklahoma
is not presently experiencing any difficulties with regard to the ratable
taking of its natural gas production and their position is that, vat least
139
for the moment, the problem is lying quiet cent in the M Sooner'* State.
!
V,
TOE LOUISIANA METHOD OF NATURAL
GAS PRORATION
Oil and gas and the valuable industries which they support are
of vital importance to the cortinued economic well-being of Louisiana.
Xt has been saiv that Louisiana is more dependent uon these *£*•
resources for its economic strength than any of the other states in the
140
nation. In I960, the state ranked second in the list of major pro-
ducers of natural gas in America. More than one half of the state's
revenues are generated by the taxes and fees paid by the oil and gas
industry and an estimated 95,000 people throughout Louisiana c'erive
141
their employment therefrom. Seventy-five percent of the state's
contribution for the annual operation of public schools is obtained from
the oil and gas industry in the form of severance taxes and an estim -v
forty per cent of the state's financial outl-.y for higher education comes
14
from the same source* There can be no argument with the statement
that Louisiana has uncovered an invaluable mineral treasure beneath
its lands and shores.
Natural gas production in Louisiana stood at Zt 357,786 million
143
cubic feet in 1958, Msd almost doubled a scant seven years later when
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in 1965, tb« sUtt't total output was 4.461 ,75 wCCF. the close
oi 1965, Louisiana possessed estimated reserves of natural gas in the
145
amount of 8 ,811,157 million cubic feet. During that same year
most twenty-two p*rcmnt of the state's total natural gas production
lai
came from its richly en«ower; ti^elan s.
Louisiana's statutory program of conservation of its oil and gas
resources is now over a quarter of a century ol« . In 1940, the Louisiana
147
legislature adopted a conservation statute which has been described
I i |
on at least one occasion as a "militant" legislative enactment. This
statute authorises the Commissioner of Conservation, an official
ointef' by the chief executive of the state, to regulate exploration,
production, storage, proration, processing and marketing of oil an
gas. It Also commands him to enforce the state's conservation program
in such a manner that waste of these natural resources will be effective*
ly prevents
Louisiana's comprehensive conservation statute was enacted by
the legislature in 1940 only after the legislative committees concerned
bad completed a careful study of the experiences of other producing
states in the operation of their laws on the subject. It replaced various
conservation enactments which ha* been added to the statute books over
149years in a iece-meal fashion.









tar prohibiting the waste of oil or gas, the
statute defines that technical term a* follows:
(1) "V- aste", in addition to its ordinary meaning,
means n physical waste'* as that term i» generally
erstood in the oil and gas industry. It induces:
(a) the inefficient, excessive, or improper use
or dissipation of reservoir energy; an*-" the
location, spacing, drilling, equipping, operating*
or u-o ucing of an oil or gas well in a maimer
which results, or tends to result, in reducing
the quantity of oil or gas ultimately recoverable
from a >ool; Msd
(b) the inefficient storing of oil; the producing
of oil or gas from 1 pool in excess of transpor-
tation or marketing facilities or of reasonable
market demand; amrt the spacing, locating, 'rill-
ing, equipping, operating, or oro- ucing of an oil
or gas well in a manner causing, or tending to
cause, unnecessary or excessive surface lose
or destruction of oil or gas.
Equitable >ror action from reservoirs is covered by the Louisiana con*
IS 3
servation statute in the following manner.
Subject to the reasonable necessities for the prevention of
waste, an'' to reasonable adjustment because of structural
position, a producer's just an* 1 equitable share of the oil
and gas in the pool, also referred to as the tract's just an
equitable share, is that part of the authorize*-' production
of the pool, whether it be the total which could be pro
without any restriction on the amount of production or
whether ir be an amount less than that which the ?ool
could produce if no restriction on amount were impoe
which is substantially in the proportion that the quantity
of recoverable oil M gas in the developed area of his
tract or tracts in the ?ool bears to the recoverable oil
and gas in the total developed area of the pool, in so far
as these amounts can be practically ascertained. To that
s:
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end, the rules, regulations, tad order* of the com-
missioner shall be such as will prevent or minimize
reasonably avoi able net drainage from each developed
area, that is, drainage not equalie by counter r^inage,
and will give to each producer the opportunity to use
his just and equitable share of the reservoir energy.
In determining each producer's just and equitable share
of the >ro -uction author! red for the >ooi, the commissioner
Is authorised to give due consideration to the productivity
of the well or wells located thereon, as determined by flow,
tests, bottom hole pressure tests, or any other practical
raethoc of testing wells and producing structures, and to
conai er other factors and geological and engineering
tests and data as may be determined by the commissioner
to be pertinent or relevant to ascertaining each r .. ucer's
just and equitable share of the production an<-': reservoir
energy of the field or pool.
Although the Louisiana conservation statute has been subject,-
to the criticism that the legislature was too generous in its delegation
of broa»- discretionary ithority to the Commissioner of Conservation,
the power of the law-making body to delegate such authority has been
upheld by the courts." In Louisiana G^s L*nds Inc. v. Burre At
state court sustained the conservation statute against an attack prerrised
on the argument that it represented an unconstitutional delegation of
legislative authority to an administrative agency.
On November 8, 1955, the Commissioner of Conservation pro-
mulgated a statewide order concerning the establishment of allowables
136
for natural gas production in Louisiana. This was the first time that
a uniform system for the determination of such allowables was inaugu-
rated in the state. The statewide order also provided for a standard
91641'}
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method of balancing accumulation* of overproduction *ftd un<"er to- uc-
lion, Pursuant to the dictates of this or> tike Commissioner, e«
natural gas purchaser, user, trans porter , ear" gathering system operator
is require" to file nomination* indicating the volume of gas which will
be purchased or wither a **n from each field during the succeeding ro-
ration *erio . Such nominations are to be submitted to the Department
of Conservation on or before the fifth day of March, June, September,
ani December of each ya-r. BOnilSf, to the regulation, these nomina-
tions must conform to the actual volumes of natural gas which the
operators anticipate as their retirements from the particular fi*
for the succeeding proration ;erio .
The following year. Conservation Commissioner John B. Hnesey
157
explained the 1955 stateside conservation or er as follows:
In 1955, Louisiana formulated a statewide order to
accomplish uniformity in balancing metho a and in
balancing periods among all fields; . . V e atttitsl to
use the >erio of a year for b * lancing ant to balance
one six months period against another, and the question
arose as to which six months should be balanced against
the other six months. In many of the special orders the
six col er months bar been used as the etf<»»< to bal-
ance aginst the six warmer months. V- e decided that If
we used three coif months anr three -**&rm months to
form each of the six months periods, that the takes shoul
be more nearly the *&m* an that less balancing out
shoul be required. We then took Louisiana production
for a five year period and compared every six months
period beginning with each month of the year, with the
succeeding six month*. From this study, we determined
that the gas taken between January 1 an* June 3D was
more nearly the same as the takes between July 1 M
December 31 then any other semi-annual perio< s thron
out the year . . .
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According to the provisions ot the statewide conservation
or er, all gas wells were const ere. to be in perfect balance as of
July i, 1955. V ells which thereafter accumulated over rocuction
curing the last six months of the year are supposed to be operated
by the producer in such a manner during the second six months
balancing period that they will achieve balance by July 1st. Any well
that has accumulate^ overproduction as of that date will be automatical-
ly shut in and will remain inoperative until such time as the accumulated
overage is entirely eliminated. Any gas well which has recorded ac-
cumulated underproduction at the close of the first balancing period in
December* will be allowed to m \ke up such underage during the suc-
ceeding balancing period, however* any underproduction remaining as
ill
of the first day of July will be cancelled outright.
As originally published* this statewide conservation directive
authorised the overproduction of a gas well at a monthly rate of one
and one-half times the monthly allowable assigned to it. This portion
of the order was amended on May 13* 1959* because the Commissioner
of Conservation determined that the wide fluctuations of demand require-
ments by the pir>e line purchasers necessitated a more liberal methc
- o
of authorising monthly overproduction. 7 The 1959 amendment
authorised an increase in the amount of allowed overproduction so
that a gas well could legitimately produce twice the amount of its
hMf ' ^' ' | .".- JMNM NM tUMl Ml Ml tMftM
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The Louisiana Department of Conservation conducts public
hearings four times a year, in March, June, September, and December,
for the purvoa* of receiving nominations of natural gas requirements
Itfrom producers throughout the state. These purchaser nominations
are required to be submitted on or before the fifth day of the above
lister! months. *f the same time, the purchasers must report to the
Conservation Commissioner the actual volume of gas which tJv
.urchased, used, or transporters during the corresponding quarter of
the previous calendar year.
The nominations of gas requirements submitted by the purchasers
are considered by the Conservation Commissioner along vith other re-
sorts and market information available to him (such as the data avail*
able from the U.S. Bureau of Mines) and are very influential in his de»
termination of the reasonable market demand for gas production during
the ensuing quarter from each pool in the state. This total market
demand requirement of each pool is then allocated among the various
wells in the *ool in accordance with the applicable allocation formula.
In the event that a well is unable to produce its full allowable as deter-
mined by the ->ool allocation formula, it becomes a marginal well a*d
the balance of its allowable is distributed to the other wells in the ool
as an additional allowable.
The topic of ratable taxing of natural gas production is <ealt
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with in the 1955 states! er as follows:
It is the ;<ur ose of this or er to require that gas be l«hsj»
ratably from wells completed in Ml ucing from a com-
mon pool* Should any operator or any other interest
•>arty feci that gas is not being taken ratably from his well
or wells then he may make that nown to the Com-
missioner of Conservation and following conferences with
those involved, the Commiasloner may make such adjust-
ments in allowables and take further action as he may de-
termine appropriate to accomplish a ratable taking of gas
from the various wells in the >ool.
It should be noted that the current system of proration in Louisi-
ana authorises a well to receive an allowable representing its just an
equitable share of the pool's production only after ail of the necessary
ysical connections have been completed which will enable it to pro-
duce the allowable that is granted. This means that the nominations
filed quarterly will reflect anticipated purchaser requirements only for
those wells which are connected to pipe line facilities and those whir
will be connected during the ensuing proration periods.
164
The Louisiana Common Purchaser Statute requires a common
purchaser of natural gas to purchase the gas which is offered to Mm with-
out discrimination as between producers or as between sources of supply.
The statute states that every person engaged in the business of purchasing
and selling natural gas In the state shall be a common purchaser. In the
event that the common purchaser is unable to take all of the gas which
is tendered to him, the act requires that he purchase ratably in or er
11
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fulfill his requirement*. The cost* involved in physically tendering
the gas to the purchaser must be borne by the JLouit-- er.
The ratable take provisions of t&e U'55 statewide conservation
or< er were diecusseo by Conservation Commissioner Hussey, in 1956:
A provision was inserted in the order that the Commissioner
of Conservation should make stu ies of the fields from which
gas was being taken by more than one pipe line company to
determine whether there was reasonably ratable takes. If
the Commissioner shouln find discrepancies in takes, or if M
rodu™er, purchaser or other interested arty should feel that
gas is not being taken ratably from anv articular well or in
.*ny particular field or area, a conference shoul* be call
by the Commissioner of all parties concerned MM! «*u atten.
should be made to a-just the taking of gas to accomplish
ratable takes.
This so-called conference method of resolving problems con-
cerning alleged non-ratable purchasing practices is still operating in
Louisiana znd the results are deemed by the Commissioner's staff to
144be very satisfactory. V henever an isolated problem of ratable taking
arises, the usual procedure involves an informal meeting in the Com-
missioner's office of all interested parties. The expected result of
such a conference is the formulation of a "gentlemen's agreement11
type of solution which is satisfactory to everyone concerned. In only
one instance has the Department of Conservation actually resorted to
the promulgation of an official ratable take order and even then, such
formalized action on the part ox the Commissioner was taken only be-
cause the agreement arrived at contained too many complex commuta-
tions concerning the allowable schedules. On May 31, 1964, the
lil .
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Commissioner of Conservation issued a ratable teke) order directed
at the Chacahoula Field in Lafourche Parish, a field which const s
167
of five different r-roucsng aan- It is the only ratable take order
168
ever promulgated in that state.
Natural gas production in Louisiana is prorated by the Depart-
ment of Conservation on an individual reservoir basis. This afreet
of the conservation system was explained in 1959, by Conservation
169
Commissioner Aahton J. Moulfon, as follows:
ar receiving the nominations for natural gas from
the gas purchasers in this state, vihich inci entaily are
filed on a reservoir basis, we determine the market
-.'emanci for each gas producing reservoir and allocate
that market demand to the wells complete' in that jro*
servoir. "" e, therefore, do not actually need to determine
for the entire state since gas markets
cannot be lumped together ami each pip* line in effect
coni-litutes | separate market.
Most of the field allocation formulas in effect throughout
Louisiana are predicated upon a surface acreage basis whereby each
well in the reservoir receives an allowable in proportion to the pro*
ductive area assigned to it by the Conservation Commissioner. Mi
noted previously, these allowables for each well are published in a
quarterly schedule MMl distributed to the operators by the Depart-
ment of Conservation. The irime goal of the Commissioner's program
of implementing the statutory conservation nlan is to achieve a high









The Louiei&n^ r-tmeat of Conservation m lntin>
i ,.ble r of n^tur \$ not aa import .i.nt problem in th ~t st*te
•-he present time. IS hen an occ sion.il problem involvin
;
-•>- ucer*s
compl*int th a his >rot ;uetion is not bei; fte+d r -t bly with other
wells in the common reservoir oes ^rise, the Conservation Commissioner
convenes .n inform *i conference in or er to investigate n resolve the
Iter. . rently the combin tion of cooperation on the -trt of the
A us iine purchasers ami geatle persuasion on the ...-art of the Conserv •-
tion Commissioner succeec'a in the establishment of i h rmonious re-
solution of such orobiema. These conference agreements *re
sufficient to >ecom lish the equitable solution of the >roblem n or i-
narily the Commissioner will not form .li,*e them by issur ecial
ratable t ke or er« for the ool involve
u.i . i.) -\o
VI.
E KAi CHEME of natural
CAP PRC ON
Natural gat is an important natural resource in the * ,JayhawkerH
State if for no other reason than the fact that the vast Hugoton gas field
lies mostly within its borders. p -roxiruAtely sixty-five percent of
this enormous reservoir underlies nine counties in southwest Kansas,
while Oklahoma and Texas more or less share equally in the remaining
prcenU**.173
The discovery well in the Hugoton field was drilled in 19-7, «
by 1955, natural gas from the Kansas portion of this munificent reser-
voir was being utilized by more than one out of every four states in
174
the Un.< Some 3,956 gas wells had been completed and connecter'
in the Kansas field as of January 1, 1965, and were spread over approxi-
i v I
raately two and a half million acres. ' The average rate of production
for the five-year period 1960-1964 was 51 A billion cubic feet of natural
gas a roximately one-third of the field's estimated total reserve of
176
about twenty-five trillion cubic feet had been produced as of 1965.
The 1963 decision of the United States Supreme Court in Northern
Natural Gas Company v. State Cor;>oratlon_Coa-.mlsslon ?7 is of cardinal
importance to the various state governments in their attempts to protect
the correlative rights of natural g ia producers. The majority opinion in
»*•« M* U *••
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this case voiced an orrer smtare oration s&ion
requirin - I take
lag them with natural gas fror. .irnon source of s ;
in the tri- state Hugoton gas ftek* the tural
Gas Con; line ©yatesa connect;- ?isas #
Oklahoma an Texas. The cc contr
3 line company agree
He's ir tble gas :tion u
Northern's requirements in the Kansas .portion of the ;on reservoir*
other* Ue it »1||i9 pay for the gas not taken. W to 1958, the sip* line
company's purchase requirements were si: .;s enable' to take
ratably fresn all of the :^ro* ucers in the fielt; without running afoul
the taKe-or- . revision of its cor.
Company. Subsequent to 1 ria'e requirements for
ural gas ^topped below the total allowed production for ail of \
pr-. ell* under cor.: • ith it in the Kansas n fiel 1.
iter, in 1956, the C&t oration Commission h
acceded to ft request by the Southwec ilty Owner .;ocia*
Hon that an investigation be laun etftrmlas whether
natural gas :sers were liscriminating against Kansas ^cers
in 1 .on fie. to ascer;




concerned with this application, the Corporation Commission atte^
to compel larger take© from the Ka*>- ,;ils in the fi autho:
allowables which were in excess of the purchaser nominations of gas
requirements. For example, la 1956, the urchaser nominations
total!®'! twenty-seven billion cubic feet, but the alio*' able actios
fixed for that month by the Corporation Commission was thirty-three
179
billion cv et. This nolicy of exaggerating the forecasted purchasers*
needs undoubtedly aggravated the situation with re to Northern's
purchase requirements.
In 1959, the Northers Natural Gas Con was ordered to
*»e gas ratably from all oi the Kansas wells in the Hugoton fie
to which it was connected. The following' year that or er was superset
by a statewide order which directed all natural gas purchasers to take
ratably from wells connected to their sip* line systems. Northern was
faced with a choice. It could honor its contract with the Republic Natural
Gas Cor ereby violate the Commission's order, or it coul-
>ceed. to take ratably from all of the Kansas wells to e as con*
nected; and thereby possibly breach its contractual commitment to Republic.
The ipe line company decided to live up to its Republic contract SfK pro-
ceeded to challenge the ratable take order of the Corporation Commission
on the grenade, among other*, AM the contested enter unconstitutionally
impinged upon the exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal i-'owtr Commission
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Reaffirming the legality of the Commission's order, the Kansas
?eme Court rejected the contention that interstate commerce was
affect*? . ourt held that the Natural Gas Act left the r on of
natural gas production to the several states an?1 that the conservation
•r in question was essential if uncompensate . nage was to be
prevented. Judicial notice was taken by the tribunal of the fact tb
unstable production from a common source of results in injury
to correlative rights through rainage. The Unit me Court
disagree kg that the Kansas Corporation Ce lion's ratable
take orf?er Impinged u?on the exclusive juris iction of the Federal
Power Commission o er the sale an/ transportation of natural gee in
interstate commerce for resale, the Court reverse reman
f
Since the Northern Natural G»« Con v/as a >a*er nejd not a
>redncer, the Supreme Court helc' that the Commission's or er was
not within the ; urview of the production aa ing exemption of the
Natural Gas v.ct. The majority opinion painted out that the or< !er dealt
-*ith the price of gas, because it concerned matters which Impaired the
ability of the Federal Power Commission to effectively regulate the
sale of natural gas.
The three dissenters in the Northern Natural Gas Co >-
cision pointed out IfcaJ tbe state ratable take envder did not necessarily
















sibility of such an intrusic iot warrant an Icattcm ov
question titutional law. It had been at the case fcho
be remant eo to the Faneas courts in or er to < etermine whether
plicable »tate statutes effet annul
3
b conti
of the line c y to take or ay for the minim e of
ublic's gas tion. Thie argument was ech': ere
sitting on th^ sm« Court bench who stated their belief that consti
tional question* were not to be ted unless absolutely necessa
In any event, accor ing to the minority, the major: -non has- raised
serious question concerning the legality oi those s >nservation
or- ers which indirectly affect an interstate natural gas purchaser's
cost basis. Professor Charles J. Meyers has s in this re
"The decision ma&es the -.lower of the states to conserve their natur
resources an--' to regulate correlative rights in oil anc gas reservoirs
181
uncertain. 11
The first attempt to prorate production in Kansas came in 1931,
when the state legislature author! ublic Service Commission
(predecessor of the Corporation Commission), to j>roi e rules a
regulations foi roration of oil :tion» it w»s not until 1944,
that the Corporation Commission issueO its permanent roration or '«?
18governing natural gae ^roriuction from on fiel
sequent to hearings heir on September 3, 1943, leasas --ietraHve
j»j saJ »ib-il *.'s>^vv- tmmd hmd ji J| . r . 3 J;
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agency adopted the so-called "Basic - for the Proration 1
don From t L«ldM to t^ke effect on M }l a J 944.
or'er sou; ht the creation ox a formula which would illox e~ch well
in the reservoir to produce its allowable and to ultimately produce the
amount o a* lerl Jm lease u >o*i v t was locate
Investigations conducted by the Corporation Commission revealed
that the .-..rior V natural #as tion from the wel
Kansas ton fie.; been and was inequitable an: that unreason-,
discrimination was in fact occurring. Of the 340 well* grille*? in the
huge reservoir as of 194'?, eighteen of them were not connecte
lines and were therefore unable to :-roouce any « *s. The findings of
the Cornrx-.isi.ion disclose- that although some of these wells bad been
, most of the owners of such unconnected wells had been
lis
retusec pipe line connections.
o the evidence <* f uce.< at the 194 3 hearing, an ef-
fective proration formula coul oe correctly comprised, of various
factors such as acreage, pressures, open-How, porosity, ea <nsta
of pay. After determining that acreage was the most important of these
factors, the Corporation Commission incor >c it into
formula. The deliverability of a well to put gas into a pipm line against
• line pressure was adopted by the Commission as the seco or
in the formula, since expert testimony had established that open-flow.
.:.:•' a
porosity, pressures and thickness of pay were all taken into account
by a well's tea* liverability. A 640~acreage factor plus the abili
of each well to *ce natural gas it eighty percent of the average
field prcstsure was therefore adopted as the proration formula for the
neas fiugoton field. esent pertinent re >ns read as follov.
•terminc a veil's quota for a gin ration perio
•terrnine first t.ne roration factor for the fi«*
;ng the total field market d—iiad for such period by the
j .ucts of deliver ability tim.es th<? acrea
factors of all wells in the pool, then multiply the field
>roration factor by the ^ro<iUct of the delivei ««
reage factor for the well. The result reached by this
calculation, at hereinafter ' constitute the
^il 1 * current allowable, in cubic feet, which it may pw
ce for such -roration perio at if the
current allowable so determined fo veil i« less
than fifty MCF ;er day, the well shall be ar a
minimum current Allowable of fifty MCF times the number
of rays in the ororation period, unless the acreage factor
for such well is either more or less than one (1). In th
event, the minimum allowable «o assign? -i be m
justed by multiplying sai*' minimum allowable times the
acreage factor. In or et that the allocation to wells
in the field may be restricted to the mari-et demand figure
Lned for the proration period, the proration factor
as first determined, shall be adjusted by computer compu-
tation, xilowing for the additional gftt necessary for alio
tion to minimum allowable wells.
.ring the fourteen years following its first proration order for
the Kansas Hugoton field in 1944, the Corporation Commission cc
mart et demand hearings twice each year. After the Commission ar
at a determination of market demand by means of scrutini ing estimated
nominations submittet by -iipe line purchasers, allowable production was
*«. ^ay*—&H MMfK « '•; , '- rro.l
K ..
?I*»1* I'Sto-r
»i; O* 9l« tJ/S»/S
1»J








fixed for the two six month periods March to -.xsber aa ntr
to Ma »•• purchaser nominations for the most part constitute
the re .rket demand a® fixed by the Commission. 'he
...*ratior out then in effect, the field's undc action for one
month woui- be *ubt~. from the allowable marked -ac-
tion oi the suceee y overoroAuction would be to
it. A so-called. '* current allowable 1 * represei *rfcet
&eman':"; volume of gas which would, then be distribute-'' 'ratably to the
wells in the reservoir. This system was abandonee by the Corporation
ission in May !' because that cons--:- ,»n agenc
:
>4
that the operation of the system was not flexible enough to permit one
e line purchaser to increase its takes from tl isas field in a
*»ituftttoa where the other gas purchasers were content to purchase
only their current volumes. In other words, if one ine nominal
additional volume* of g&s in order to meet its rising marker
the resulting increased filed allowable would be distributed among all /
of the >ro ucing wells in the fiel if the other purchasers "eclin
to take their extra allowables 'a field underage would result and this
wo- I «n be deducted from field market cemand for the folic
month. It seemed to be a case of the tiger chasing it*; tail,
mission fear? ' th.t the system's inflexibility in this respect was forcing
iS*rkets and increasing consumption
wMi r.i- '
lao
requirements to see- ells t
of Kansas*
imentin^ with various metho- rorati; o-
ioc o. .er con- 'acting extensive
hearing on the subject; remission promulgated its
findings in 1953. Because the old system of j&w m dons i
failed to reflect market urately, tfoe issioc to
utili e ot i«r factors in a --iition te Rations »ther factors
inc tn of takes from other sources c ly to Vr-Mch
the pipe lines were connected, takes from other reservoirs within the
state* the tot et requirements of Kansas purchasers and the rate
of increase thereof in relation to the rate of increase for gas from the
Kansas Hugoton reservoir,, my other conditions or circumstances
deemed to be of value in establishing
•sequent to the Northern Natural G~*» Com ecision, the
Kansas Supreme Court decided Colo Tnter s t* te_Gae Compeny
State Corporation^ on November - , 1961. The Ke«U
court upheld the ore'era issued by >r >oration Commission whi
changed the method of establishing allowables for the Kansas Hugoton
field. Citing the Champlin Refining -
7>ojnted out that Congress had not occupied the field of state control
over the ction of natural gas with the passage of the Natural Gas
JMH
9$
' f*dlQ «"' ^'Sftflfffr • GS&W *•*& HQii ©K
»1« <C a*fl»»K Ski sH* ,<•*?£*•
• •»> **** gftCJ
.
MtffcM l#* I •-> — Ml 'o
recent Northern I e
was distinguish": *!•
lenge wer ucers and no
Novembe. i, a writ of certiorari was dome*.
1*9
3urt. onof ? art in denyta
constitutes important evidence that the coast -\&l right of t .cea
rotect correlative rights and to re^ul
;
tion remains un-
^ec so long as there is no direct interference with interstate gas
purchasers. a conclusion is also buttressed by the re ition
190
of the C\ rxiag Con- via which was n
Court in ita Northern N tural Gas Co**r: n.
—>»—» iw»i u, i. mtKiwui-Wiwiwin'M i m il l m lit—flu
Balancing of production is a critical part o' r oration order
for the
*Y o.asas Hugoton field. Overproduction existing at the end of a
six months proration period is permitted to be carried forward as a
unbalanced well's allocable tor the next proration
I regulations allow any well with an «djus iWerahtllty
in excess of ACT to accumulate o o the extent of
six times the amount of its current allowable assigned to it for the
191
ig January. If a well has unce the er
six month >ror action be cs- ±s
a c zh will be a •> the well's allowable for the nex




gas that is »., current allowable assigned to it for *e*
ce , buc: is required to be e&ncelle If a
weL Oliver ability of less tint; . it is alio
to • e debits for over tiou equal to nine times the amount
of the current aliov. able assigned to it for the preceding January. If
such well's overage exceeds this volu* r&tor must
shut it in jstpone further ::tion until the ove iction
has been re resenting not more than eiy as
the current allowable assigned for the ;?rc January amula
un erage for this £ well cannot exceed nine times the current
allowable assigned for the preceding Januar tion in excess
of such volume being cancelle .3 regulations specifically state that
the un action ere to an unconnected well will not be cancelle
Natural oration in Kansas is set forth in the general rules
1*5
and regulations of the Corporation Commission as folio*
enever the available production of natural gas from any
common source of supply is in excess of the market
for such ^a* from such source of supply* or v henever the
market reman li for natural gas from any common source
of su an be fulfilled onl don oi natural
gas therefrom under conditions constituting waste, or when-
ever the Commission fine's and determines that the or
c exelo men* of, and -production of natural gas from,
common source of supply, requires the exercise of its juris-
ii**ion» v &t* any Derson.firrn or cc >ving I at
to ace natural gas therefrom*
'./a rj.i ft ,'^..?r»1 -.» . a 41 MNfl 'to J0NMl iMMii MMflf - ' '-*4 iis*r
?;:..-... -;
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without waste oad to m 11
tease ""
tly the amount of g &veloperi lease
lease. on source of *\i
loaaos or part® there.,.., asion shall
regulate the ta ---itural
. on source* rovottt
the inequitable or ng fro. ce
of supply by any ;-er*on» firm or CO* revent
tmreasonabV ^tion in favor o o~
it in any I moo source To attain sue
re
to Acreage, pressure, open fkm-« povooi -©ability,
•aes9 of p luch other factors,
circumstances am may exist in the common source of supply
ime, as torttoottt,
of the General Rules an-i Regulations, ten
-nission an 3 effective
op* of ratable of gas from a com-
mon source I* re* -c as folio
In os ! nasto source of supply under proration is
>mmissio», each purchaser shall a* in proportion
to the allowables from all o c the **. «U» to is con-
nect* -shall maintain all such wells in substantially
the same proportionate status ass to o Auction or
OOdOff :tkroc Provided, however, this rule shall i
>rence in proportionate status r« i
from the inability of a well to protftoo* ^rtionate v
•>*.her wells connected to the er.
as it appears th -niseion has chosen t«.
such I t* is unenfo*
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Mim
VCommission requires that conservation to consider reasonable
current requirements for natural r as consumption both within th-
11
out the state in determining market ite also orders
the Corporation Commission to coaeider other factors, conditions or
circumstances wfc. auW be helpful to it iv ig such a "; eter
Under the present proration system extant in Kansas, the r>ipe line
purchasers submit their nominations of natural gas requirements to the
ion Commission each month on an U -A basis.
purchaser nominations, together with the additional factors employed by
the Commission, form the nucleus of reasonable market demand reter-
minations of the conservation agene . ery six months the Commission
issues a proration order *WcK sets forth the market eman ables
on a month-to-month basis.
Hearings were held by the Corporation Commission throughout
>, concerning an amplication filed by the Cities Service Oil Cor
to consider amending the basic proration order for the Kansas
gas field. Cities Service proposed that the field's allocation formula be
changed from an adjusted deliverability mo 'el to one utilising a so-cali
reserve index formula. The pro reserve index formul old con-
sider treasure history, cumulative production an remaining res.
calculated to a specified pressure-- reserve index of a well v ould
be defined as the calculate*' volume of gas in millions of cubic feet
Od flK' -4+ 4ftt i
jtirilNr ?ifct. txotk9itui*iH>*> > it«fto»»Yl&p«i *n»T
- - - •"-• i iMfll v;oi.»r,..-« ft? II ft* M|fcM -M 0HMl MM fiONMMMfti
• n^nflMNMI ••>••': . / | .».•-:./.. I In IMtflHIMMH riiMfcl IMrtH MMMdtjMl
rf~o3 •*!*** taflht I fi/M^l** ofr- etc Iffimir liftift liWKwil——tt^wttx»yi
-- • > W' '- ttt ,-fr-r.T ,yf|U»< - -. - - > tuft 4o 8«ici-i.;5f.^;
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i o-o* * £«trtl**» ftfto of i»*»e*M f$ttMm9<9^ixst^ '••.*./•«• a« mew''
tomwl aiUi ftvi»»»T
remain^ :« to the star. res sure anr! would be de*
19?
termiiv ction history ai -asures of ir
Some «s of transcript were reco- e course of
ae very extensive hearings aad the matter is otill rise-
the Corpora- rimnidssion.
One of the current problems that exists in flu goton
fieL4 is the fact that some of the pipe line sers cannot take
of their allowable rtion froi ecauae of limit
facilities the Feceral Power Commission refuses to permit to
ie exception of the few instances where reducers in the
Kansas Hugoton fielr' have aecumul ilumes of un^er >roc Tuc»
tion, >ecause of the inability of their purchasers to expand their facili-
ties, the Corporation Commission is of the opinion that no serious
\iblem involving the ratable taking of gas exists in Kansas.
A h: igre* of cooperation ani sympathetic understanding apparent
rnarxs the relationship- between producers an< purchasers. If a ratable
take problem shoul< cevelop in the future, the Commission stands r*
to employ the solution provide-' by the use of ratable production or ers
directed solsly at the operators of the wellsl
i«aa*!» m :: n't
iamb* aottsubt'
—jma «•'- mr !<*•/• *! *a**«a» mm ft* i
.Wttifc
<w»<fl<if aaawaJt *ri* n Eajfl am»ido^ tea-.
teflMia *
"
tXiHm&lm twn< .»fO*J»a iy 9*» movl oaitS**K>*c
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VII.
CONCLUSION
In June, 1966, a sub- committee of the Interstate Oil Compact's
committee on regulatory ••ractices report* roblem of ensuring
the ratable taking of natur&i - tion was not current!
one for most state conservation agencies. The sub-committee* a s-
of the situation revealec that the great majority of natural get producers
were successfully securing market outlets for their pro uctior
reasonable promptness. Although the re ort notee th.it there were some
natural g&e reserves which remained unconnect? I m line facilities,
it ere
:ite^ the acrea.iing consumer demand for natural $.
wit *e the roblem of non-r ft§ in most instances.
For many years a lack of ac equate storage facilities contribu-
te wie seasonal fluctuations in natural ?©. uctior. . ex'jin c
routs stor Aj?e fccilitie<» ant the development of huge above-gr*
containers have hrtpsjd to reduce such « m» in don It has
boom estimated that the oresemt storage capacity for natural gas in the
Unites States is sufficient to contain almost twenty -five percent of the
annual marketed >ro< uction. The ever-increasing use of gas air con-
ii toning has also ten' s*d to 9\ en-out the dema - the warmer
months of the year.
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tremenc ou* growth w»i ex-^erienceo by the natural gat industr
in the Unite e» following the en of V or. r II. More than 6§,
miles of m lines were constructed in the first i ec^'-e
following the termination of hoatilitiea. By 1963, almost rules
04
of natural gas transmission lines were in existence in this country. In".
>, thirty-one >ercent of the enerc.v consumption in the Unit*
was derived from the natural gas ^>ro uction in that year of v billion
cubic feet. On April 16, 1967, Mr. Frank C. Bolton, a Mob Zqt o-
ration vice-president, ublicly stated his opinion that within the next five
years natural
\
orucers in the Vm .tea will find themselves un-
able to meet the demands from .purchasers. "From a con
tion of surplus sup sly, we are in or at least on the thres ©1 of market
0?
ch aracteri el emanr requirements exceeding supply."
most •roblems of ratable take arise when m »ri*et dleman-'- is relatively
low in >ro
r
>ortion to production, the future outlood of a plentiful dem
for natural gat • ell cause such roblems to become items of Mstori*
significance only in the annuls of conservation.
rior to the 1963 decision of the United States Supreme Court in
Northern N-ttur *1 G^s_Company v. State Cor >or3^on;Commie sion, it
was generally agreed th.it there were two b.*eic *p |»g»a€fcMM to the -.em
of securing the ratable take of a reservoir's ro> taction. One
consisted of the institution of effective control over the >ro< uction of
tlHif X* Si >TJJ si-
te] .1 >rw »»** rri I »rf* *il
fail) ^ *o «»tim
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natural gas by means of ror&tion oreers and allowable formulas, where-
as the other pathway called for the establishment of control over
aers of uction. The latter was achieved thr -.he
utili ation of common purchaser a*. e statutes v vere
ifically resigned to prevent discrimination in favor of or *;
ro^ucers from i common source of s Now that interstate
purchasers of natural gee are eatside the legal pale of state ratable
take or ere it vou- ear th . t there is but one way ren to
successfully attack a situation where correlative rights are bein^ in-
jured b\ non-ratable purchase:; of interstate i >e line urch...sers. The
Texae I 41roaf Commission has aire y resorted to the use of so-c 11
••ratabie production pflift" Irccted solely to cers, ile con-
servation officials in Oklahom- is Kansas have acknowk that si
remedial action woul be en. played by their agencies should the nee
arise.
The constitutional immunity now ehieh in. the interstate ur»
chasers of natural gas has rendered virtually useless the various state
statutes relating to ratable take an- common purchasing. The statute
machinery designee to prevent discrimination in the roduction of natu
gas will undoubted ly soon begin to rust, because of the legal Uti ossibil
of implementing it in an equitable fashion by ratable take orders direct*
to all purchasers from a reservoir. In the interval since the Northern
iicnWa
t« afrtm aKMw«K»» i mi
9 i ••-«:. iro« yd <-»»*»t
• £•**»*«>* ^ w^rf v««MiJi turn jsroaitaJNO *si «J*ioiltof•!*•*«••
• allows iHMXtumTi hm» »,*m?
sxii '.to »•»<»»4 ,*ii«i off aigatf jmmk Y^ktM0tlit4l^ »*g
a^yrifgt. <«i wll ni
-1 -
Natural C-as Co *cision, only two ratable take or tr» have been
issued in the four states in question. The Texas order was rirecr
solely to *> intrastate purchaser an the Louisiana action was taken
only tffttf til of the interestn ..rties had unanimously agre on its
1
necessity. In the event th*t the conservation agencies are some
confronte-3 with & recalcitrant urchaser in a situation involving inter*
state takers, the statutory machinery which was ei in or er to
•e with discriminatory urchases will probably fail to function.
It is submitted that the reaffirmation of the Cham din Rt
I]
hoi ing by the United States Supreme Court in ita Northern
as Com ,»any deciaion,together with that tribunal's cental of
certiorari in Colorado Interstate Gas Company v . ; tate Corporation
14
Commission
, signals a green light of constitutionality to state rata*
ble production orters involving only producers.
But, if ratable production or ers constitute the alternative con-
stitutional ft eane by which this states may seek to protect correlative
hts, their r^ctical effectiveness must be evaluated. Such • method
of assuring ratable production necessitates an accurate forecast of the
monthly requirements of the purchaser*. tight rein on overages an
un erages must lie nviintaine by the conservation Agency an^ any over-
pro uced wells must he shut-m until they achieve perfect balance.
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closing in or over slls must be time. wells
with: tccv 68 "will still mosses* th© ability to au
volume of §M which woul' otherwise have been obtained from the shut-
ells. The following hyy-oti example illustrates hov bit
ion theoretical be accorr tame of an or
ciel> to I producers fie only one purchaser.
Ai»um« tl ch own one well in the fiei an
they are each entitled to share e<ju*41y in the tot<tl rociuction uo er the
Allocation formula for the reservoir. a interstate purchaser, is the
only pip* line connected to the field. For the month of MUrch, X nominates
forty million cubic feet as its forecast of estimated gas requirements.
The conservation agenc\ -etexn.ines forty million cubic feet to be the
mar for March ai vtributes this volu gas to the four
p>ro<::ucers; A, B, C *i aach receiving aa allowable of ten million
cubic feet. The rof'uccrs arcs common •.«?• e conservation agen
to refrain from over- :ing their wells on ain o; having them sh
in uring the succeeding month until balance enforcement of
<he ratable »ro m or er results in % being indirect! to
take ten million cubic feet of gjas from each of the four ro ucers in
or :er to acquire its total requirement of forty million cubic feet frc
the reservoir. If X takes twenty million set from A, ten million
cubic feet from B, anr. five million cubic feet from each of the remaining





producer*, A*e over- well subsequently will be shut-in
uring the following; month and X will be reuuireci to take hie re-
quirements from B, C > • m Iftg that X requires forty rr illion
cubic feet during the following month, B"s allowable wouh be set at
ten million cubic feet while C : would each be ermitteo to pro-
ice fifteen million cubic feet, because of their over- produce'' status.
Note th«*t if the single purchaser of the fiel action **] -
sMMie .« an intrastate purchaser, the conservation agency co
utilise ratable take or ers directed to it in or- er to achieve ratable
production.
The robiems involved with accomplishing ratable >roruction
in fiel ere there are multi- purchasers appear to c efy solution.
>pose. for example, that there are only two producers in a fiel
each is under contract to sell gas to different purchasers. If the alloca-
tion formula operated to give each producer an equal share of tot.:! ro-
uction and if each purchaser required identical volumes of gas, ratable
^roouction coul<r be readily accomplishes. V h<U happens, however, in
a situation where one ourchaiser's requirements are less than the
volume needed by the other pipe line in or-jer to satisfy its demand
Consider the following hypothetical situation:
MM *> is connected to pipe line K«
rooucer B is connected to pipe line Y.
. me
J skfoo aolilittx «»«4>i
li *f a* • i aid**** »*tU*u
.)%<& 9d
iix-i*. ntJUijJUTJn tttinrf 916 arts
«9 Wig at iiiieifiio sfamr
:,-. a i m fi«i: Mtaft ai 9*si.
f9ifc—H
-104-
mate* I aiiiioii cubic feet of gas as its astir. ;e*
quirement for the month of M F*t nomination for that month is
oniy thir . :ion cubic feet. IS. the cons-.- -&ency fixes total
mm i emaawi at ei. ilion cubic feet MH allocates this volume
equally to urchaeer Y will leave B'a well writr-preu*—
d
by ten million cubic feet. Purchase;:- <jr ta*e its full require*
ment of fifty million cubic feet from h tad therefore place the well in
an over-pro- 'ucer. category which will result in its being shut-in, or
will take A* a allowable production of forty million cubic feet ae.
an onal ten million cubic feet elsewhere.
ie problem of achieving ratability in a n ulti- purchaser situa-
tion woul be complicated enough even if the state conservation agency
were free to legally report to statutory common urchaser remedies,
but appears to be a thousand -£ol< more com '-lex vhen the only available
solution lies in the utilisation of ratable production or ers involving oniy
producers.
Natural gj« ro uction lacks the degree of flexibility which is
foun in the production of oil. The fact that gas reserves are commt
by long-term contracts to specific purchasers make it • ifficult to employ
increased interconnection of pipe line facilities as a solution to the tj
of problem outline? above. Tber<8 appears to be no way of surmount:
•"
, .;-
o «*»«* Mifu art* oi Mi
the contract .-
ortion of their -Uon to purchaser* othe. >•« to
• contracted with concern!: -'ion. A. further
cor or is the osssible disparity in 'cee specific
tbe terms of the ir« rihase contracts. Assuming that it ;
for him Ulng to sell
his uarer.rov'-.uciion to a o ifforen? .aser rice less than that
specif the terms of his son rrchaser On
the other <e willing to -.ore for I as
a the rice pro for in its contract with anc ; I or'
Per-vi. he entire problem, is the r Commission's re-
quirement of dedicated gas reserves* rrevo-.
I
to interstate markets. In short, the state's authority has been so
constricted that it we>
I soar to be impossible fton- ~d sta.
•int for it to devise a successful method of .rrot<*< .orrelative
rights in every situation.
a the conservation officials in -«, Louisiana, (
horn, ai mat readily acknowledge the fact I ars
have lost most of their legal vitality since they nevertheless
exhibit a unanimous lack of an .>arent concern. r« '. loss. Tziis
interesting attitu e probably tin a its basis in the fact that no serious
a* 1
'VI i- :\QS> wiz
olem>. re»en. • taeir he- alen-dru,
. &I»o» Lr belief th«At ahoui the
need arise, correlative rights can aiiil ioeit the
way", by or irectect only to natural ga« cer*. It is submitted
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. n ' i wi n in. m MM
Concura in;, the establishment of allowable rro-
*tio& of natural gas from wells in Louisiana
Classified by the Department of Conservation
as gas wells producing from non-associated gas
anner lowable
gas g a uniform
mer fc . - overproduction an. un er-
tion.
rsuant to public hearing held on this matter on October I
1955, in New Orleans, Louisiana, after .-roper legal advertisement
an notice < I to all known inter e^-. rties, the following Or er
is issued an<-"' promulgated by the Commissioner of Conservation:
IS OUDKftl
The volume of natural gas permitted to be produced from all
wells in Louisiana classified by the Department of Conservation as gas
wells pro-using from non-associated gas pools (hereinafter referred to
as '^i >!•")• shall be established in the manner hereinafter set forth
an gas shall b« uced from such wells in the manner herein pre-
scribed:
SECTION I. - Application :
er shall apply to all wells in Louisiana producing gas
from non-associate'! gas >oo3l», whether covered by Special Order or
not, an -ions of prior or< ers, inck el Or ers#
in conflict here hereto i the extent of such conflict
only.
' V :..\ ..-'
•»*•
xk»&*vi»*0oD .c ?»ao!t .-. •-
U& mot) b»Mfbo*q »d o* fc#ttlra«s*q «£g J*i«*&a )o aawiov »rfT
K&a •* «oJ)*v?«mmD *o »a«tttfi«q»a »iU v<* b*ftl»«*I» ftOAittoeJ «i tU»w
o* '>9it«l*t ••tlMteiMf) alooq **fc b«*jB*3ot •*-*;• >*<* aliaw
*« t9$l&al*%*ti ** ***** *aU»" •*
-etq atov«d ttMMus^tr. »d* n't ?il»w rfoue mot^ b»3i -d ii*/f* »A|
: «oJ»*»JfQ«A - .1 WOIT OS?
*Ag 5fli3ii^OTiq ajmHJiioJ ill »II»w lift c* Yf<M* iIiU
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ThisOrrer shall not apply to casinghead gas produced from wells
classifier by the Department of Conservation as oil wells, nor to oools in
which gas cycling or pressure maintenance projects have been cover
fecial Orders.
ore a gas pool reaches a stage of hich would ren
the enforcement of this order impracticable or unduly burdensome either
on the Department of Conservation or upon the producers, gathers or
rchasers of gas from such >ool, the Commissioner of Conservation
may exempt such *uol from the provisions of this order by notice to the
producers end purchasers of gas from the pool who filed producers pro-
ducers or transporters reports with the Department of Conservation for
the month immediately prior thereto*
SECTION 2.- Nominations
On or before December 5, 1955, and on or before the fifth (5th)
day of March, June, September and December of each year thereafter,
each gas purchasing company, user, transporter, gathering system
operator or other party receiving gas at the well or at a central Relive*
point shall file gas nominations in the form of affidavits, stating the
volume of gas which will be purchased or withdrawn from each pool
within a field during the next succeeding calendar quarter of the year.
These nominations small be filed 9 in - uplicate, by the Conservation
District, with one copy to the Commissioner and one copy to the appro-
'strict Office. These nominations must conform to the actual
volumes of gas which the nominator anticipates will be require, to ful-
fill its requirements from the field during the succeeding calendar
quarter of the y k3 shall he expressed on a t verage for I
perior em time the nominator shall report to the Commissioner
the actual volume of gas purchased, used, or transported by it uring the
corresponding quarter of the previous calendar year and shall also be
ressed on a daily average- for the perk-.
CTION 3. - How able* :
HI1IIWM!—! IIMWi—*MWll It
The Commissioner may supplement such nominations and reports
with gas market information otherwise av e to him, ill then de-
termine the reasonable market demand for gas to be pro
next ensuing quarterly potted from each pool. The total indicate?" require-
ments for a pool sh 11 then be allocated among the wells wttMa x>l in
accordance with the fornix .j»r such pool, by Special Or
plicable to such
:
<ooi, or, if no formula has been a«-opted for a pool by a
soinl Order, snotl be (apportioned among the producing wells in the raooi
in proportion to the productive area assigned to each well,
«!£•* tag bft«4$0j«*- 'vto ion lie.' * V93i'>«x
ttl tiooq oi «io« ,«ii»w lio *« aoiU-vvnao'J \o SaocflfvaqoO mdt - d !>9ille»*i:i
bovovco stmmd »vmi «*3t to ^niio\n v : .<w
to ;q siit aoqv to n
noi.it sintnc?. lo ttoohaimmoD •n't
•Hi cr sojrtoa yd t»StO •uiii'-
»o~ N •*« ir5 odw JLocm| so*)
to) aroiJ
iml w!:to tvil Jto tooraoatota* orf*
>df% fiDOll «£g lo H19C.ii.iirJ
a&$ io a**>*^ !.'«* ttosirboiq
v 6iifw «sg lo •rru/lov
•«i Sxm •lit ^tfitub bl«i) j» al
*vi\i,*i9 til n«»x A*)*** fc> ndma' M W t*o
Xi9vll9h lurtaeo * }£ to Hour mH f« •«$ gahriooot Y*?4rifMfHR» to toi«?oqe
•lit 8«i*n>3« ,«*iv*, rllfi lo (tno'J odi nl »aokt»almtm *&* •!!) ii*W» )aioq
loeq *i:>«» not) a* ••
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If any well or weilt; sb&ll be incapable of producing the full allow-
able «o determined, an allowable ah^U be fixe**- for each such well upon
the basis of its ability to produce. ! he aggregate allowable* of *v
wells so fitce 1 be subtracted from the reservoir allowable he
remainder of the allowable for the pool shall be alloc *r.e to the remain-
wells upon the basis of the formula in effect.
|«d allowables for each well as issued by the Commis-
sioner of Conservation for each quarterly perio IS be exv>refcsed as
an average daily allowable for the period. For the uroose of reporting
monthly production to the Commissioner, the daily allowable for ear
well times the number of days in the calendar month shall be reported
as the inonthly allowable.
No get v/eil shall be entitled to an allowable, nor shall an allow-
able be grant*'.'., until all necessary physical connections are made to
-mit full utilization of the allowable to be granted nor until » >lat has
been filed, in triplicate, with the Commissioner of Conservation showing
the productive acreage attributable to said well, the location of all wells
on the lease ^mediately surrounding the lease producing from the
reservod the ownership of »«M Wase. Should the Commissioner
consider that reage assigned by an Operator to a well for the com-
putation -of allowable ^rocuction not be pro' uctive. the Commissioner
may exclude such acreage which he considers non-productive in computing
the allowable Hon for the well, or may require the Operator to
file M .- reage) assignable to the well all of which the Com-
missioner considers to b« proactive.
lowables for newly completed gas well* shall commence on the
fee of completion >rov hi well is physically connectec to
M file. No productive acreage attributed to e well
shall be -ittribute other drilling or r>ro well in the sat
,oi. The allowable for 'a new welt ,ai urim ilow-
able port* U be established by the same formula *« in
fixing the allowable for ^ elite already ro ucin^ from th it x>oi »t the
beginning of the allowable peric
The C ^sioner I ;ve the right, when emergencies arise,
to issue tu argency allowables as become necessary in or ®r
satisfy, for oi the emergency, tn increased demand for th
gas.
«aiemti s»rf* i
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CTION 4. - Balancing of Production to Uowable :
>t ft* hereinafter ^rohibitec'*, any gat well may »««
durir *r month one an** one-h*lf (1-1/ ) time* the allowable
acS 4 | its production shall be brought into balance
at the times the manner herein prescribe en the moot'
> uction from a well exceeds its monthly allow. able, the excess shall
be termed "overproduction", aa cell's monthly iction Is
less tfefta onthly dlov .e 'eiicienc/ sh ill be terms "untfer-
pro uction".
ch producer shall moal count of the cumulative
ction statue of ea<" well as to overproduction and un ev *•
tio> II report such cumul N the BAP re-
ports filea monthly with th^ rtment of Conservation.
ose o i on July 1. 195&. all gas wells shall
be con si «w»t c.t on or
v ove on, but thereafter when S well sh* 11
imulative over J® the 1 at #ix (6) months of any
it, the operator or owner of such well shall reduce Hm iction of
a from the well during the Ciirst six (6) months of the following year
low the regvt. ss so j*« to bring its production in balance with
its allowable by the 1st dfty of July of th t year. ction
teffl of withdrawal, norm 1* in gas -re-
action and m-rketing, so ion$; as the ovcr;ro- uction is eliminated by
th© U- all bavin*' - aulated over ction status
on the U ->f July of any year sfcull be close until
such ove action is entirely eliminate
hen ftf well shall h.,ve a cumul tive wrier tion »tat<-
at the en^ of th * (6) months of any ye?r, such unter roc action
be i to first si;« (i) months of the Collowtftg year, but
:tion remaning on the 1st day oC July of any year shall be c
cellc il not thereafter be m^e u
,
- Cs ells to p;ro.::uce :
srein contained to the contrary notwithstanding, no well
shall in excess of its maximum efficient rate o an
nor ft! fttkly rate in excess of one and one-h U (1-1/'I) times,
onthly allowaMe, even cruril e-u periods.
flhufli ' *••
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Unles by the Commiaeioner, each acer sh^U conduct
semi- mr iiverability t«set« of each p*o^ucing £as well by metho
.immissioner, the results of such tests to he repor
on Form entitled *'G»« V* ell Deliverability Test'*. Conservation
Dlatri 'ia,«eri I ule test periods for each field in his district
an notify all vroducers at least ten (16) ray« in advance of such field
tests, and in tfeat instance, such dellverability tests shall be rn
ccor ance with the schedule. V here no such schedule is made in a
Conservation h-i strict, each producer may schedule such tests at his
own convenience, but shall give the Manager of the Conservation Distri
in v ihe well is to be tested notice at le>-*t ten (10) days in Advance
of the test, in order that the District Manager m *• the
test witness** tive o£ the Conservation 'tment if
so ceaires.
en any veil becomes in taclttg its current allow-
able, or whta the allowable assigned to a well exceeds an efficient ro-
ducing rate or might result in injury to the well or reservoir, sue)
shall be reported to the Manager of the Conservation District in
which the well is locate in five (b) days after they become known
to the producer, tad the allowable for that well shall be reduced to its
productive c whichever is lower.
ten any well shall cease to ce or be incapable of delivering
gas into the line, the cer shall re fact to the Manager of the
Conservation -| strict where the well is locat
CTION 6. - l» Take :
;ring the last six (6) months of each year, the Commissioner shall
make a survey of the production of gas from fie! ing more than one
markc- the Commissioner fi aring the ^receding six (6)
month ari© has not been tiki! ratably from the wells in any reser-
voir in ccor ance with the allowables establish him. he shall call a
conference of all producers, mrchisers and gatherers who ire :urren*
filing v/ith the Department of Conservation reports of prm uction, --urchaee
or " >n of gas from the reservoir, and determine the reaso*
gas has not been taken in .ccor c ance with the allowables establish him
such adjustments in alio--. >bles or take such fur
as he may deem appropriate to accomplish .able taking of gas from the
rious wells in the reservoir.
SNT OF COT N
or
BY : (signed) John B. Husaey
JOHN B. HUSSSY
COM. " >NER OF COMSKft
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>N ROUGE, LOUIS2 NA
November 10, '
MEM OR i N O U M
JCTIONS H NO. 9-F
^n
.. > i n
Order No. 9-F is e>: licit as to application.
TION . - Nomination*
1. pas purchasing company, user, trans orter, gathering
tern operatort or other srty receiving gas at the well W centr
delivery oint shall file gas nc ons in the iorra of affidavits as re-
ar No. 9-F, which Order is attache , in the
manner as shown on the hed sample nomination form.
ublic hearings vill be held each quarter for the >ur ©*e of
receiving nominations from the purchasers of natural gas in the St .te of
Louisiana. The first such hearing will be held on December 9. 1955.
Thereafter, the hearings will be held in March, June, Septembe
December of each year. A Cvotice of time i of these hearings
I be furm tie-® required to nominate for natural g
3. If i ser is recei centr
point from a gathering system oper I is. unable to secure from the
gathering system tor the amount of gas that would be into
t system from each i. ol producing into the system to s.
the market reman/ at the central delivery point then in th^t event the p^
line purchaser may nominate the total gae required at the central elivery
oii »rom whom the gas will be recei be gathering
•ystet or nominates for the gas re / each :x>ol from whJ




operator of a gas well pro riMrt in the State of
JLouisj - :aot alreacy been assigned a ; ro uciiu: unit by
I Order of the Commissioner of Conservation shall file in tri >li»
cate a plat showing the >ro< uctive s.crez.%e attributable to »air? well* the
tion ox all wells on the lease urrour he l<s *e
3>ro i'rott! the reservoir an-- the owners*.- ...*ase. These
"« a hall be filed t* soon as it is practicable but not later than February
l f when the Commissioner of Conservation shall be
used for the basis of Allocating the allowable for the wells oto from
the /ool. Kt active acreage attribute well shall 04 to
other c rilling or eil in the s .5me >ool.
SECTION 4. - Balancing of ro uction to Jlowable
Commencing with >ro uction as of November J, 1955 each ro< ucer
oi natural gat in ti te of Louisiana shall file the cumul-tivt on
us of 1 as well as to over ro uction and un tction on Form
&5 status to commence with July 1, in
Order No. -9-F. The Form ft! it now- exists ioes not carry • colu
for this information Mttc since we have a large si of this form or?
it is reqi o ucer utili e : iumn entitle "Parish** on
is form to lb • cumulative on status of these gas wells.
.en the present forms are exhausted new forms containing a column
for cv on status will be effwfteV
SECTION 5. - •ility of v ells to Produce
This Section requires that each pro ucev ct semi- Uy
•J- ucing gas well b> methods «'>pre>v< he
Commissioner the results of such tests <>re to be report 'orra
entitk verabiliry Test 1 *. mimeog- >rm
is being at? m the reverse sic'e thereof are contained the instruc-
tions for the fllin Is form.
it the Fistrict Managers will be apprises of the ability to oro-
ce of each of the g.is weills in his District at the time th*t he is establish-
ing is well allowables for the first quarter of 1956, each operator shall
>« all wells operated by him sho recent test
rfMVM am on each well such form to be filed on or before I ecember
form shall be filer thereafter in the manner »re?c n
wc
to mi
vil-- f$ V ., '> t, ; ..tl.~ > r. <|. v j
-Hi 111 n ,i . t
•lit ,XIi» »g*«i . » »«lq « •**?
»(•>. »X si.-Jt $. «ii» ki aoit*»of
MmH
,
TJ**i*dt'4 OAff ,/rf •Jki »J Uwi« •
ac UUd* aolJ*/>*b.*
mot'i §i o «ie*d »riJ t








the instructions oaemt dneo on the revere* ttd* of th« attached Form
It is t one of this or- er to require th~t gas be taken r
from -wells con ro'ucing from a common >o©l. fhtwltj any
operator er interested >arty feel th is not being taken
• v, «U or wells then he may m.vke th A fact knovm to the
Commissioner of Conservation iai foil conferences with those
the Commissioner may make sue istmenl
such further ction ai he may ^etermin* tpfiAte to ccomplish
•- ratable taking of gas from the various wells in the ool.
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
OF THE E OF LOUIS
By :








t Order No. 9-F anc: also the Memorandum Instructions
hereto requires in Section 3 thereof Butt "The tot
requirements for a oool shaH then be >Hooted among the wells within
the >ool in ace, h the formul te*i for such *ool, by
able to such ^»ool, or if no (or been adapted for
oool by a ! «r, shall be apportion wells
in the ;>ool in >rtio» to the .* signed to <? ill*
equires further that M Eact tor of a gas we
market in the State of Louisiana which well lias: not air- *en assigned
?o< ucing unit la .ecial OrOer of the .issioner of Conservation
11 file it stowing tht uctive acreage attributable
to i. :-oa of all wells on the lease anr? immediately sar-
rou; the lease - :-^-iog from the reservoir anc the owner
lease. These plats shall be filec as soon as it is practicable but
not later than February 1, l {)5 whmv a by the Commissioner
of Conservation shall he used for the basis of allocating the allowable for
the well'. >cing from th« pool. No productive acreage attr.
well shall be attribute.'. 1; to any other sltrtttlag or jwo ucing well in the
ool. M
It will be the responsibility of the liimillawi Geolo
lata re^uirev; to be filet or No. 9~F
is therefore felt that the plats should cont in the geological cvicence
necessary to sh \11 of the "*cre..ge contained within the uni
is pro its shoui therefore elf
iu«r :y of tb« acreage or in the event • er&tor chooses
.logical interpretation be h* ential, he may so Li
this in hie letter of transmittal and file three { 3} ng the outer
boundaries of the units « anc file in .':*on * fou*
I to show the geological justification for i\ tivity of the units
MMtff
' ' IJ \ •©1 «
>
td a»j(J lU*i» iocxi 4 to'i 6*a»lO»
«?tol • <
4MMI Otf »i«l»»Uqq is*'
»•
< allow oi »d!} ,!!• c> ©t
i ©ft* coot) loioaftovo, oa*oi o4> yilh«woi
S3*!:- ©* .©•*»
Tro> ©lo*«woil£. »/ft ft riJ i. >c
* ©gAOtSJC 8 o?<* ©W ,ItK net) gJli3fSt>0?q «li©W 9iif
ami ?©<fto y(OM ot tarttfrfittM ©d $!.-;'« How
of to i ©d* ft .1
r t© «t
lAfjtltMJ I . ; Vf;^i Uforft <•' iq Mil t*itJ ftfttl lnill(Ml «r
oil* Torf^*8 »wi»t©Hi Iwort
2>riJ Af to 9ga©t3& t*Ji lo V <oir;
;'-.;;i »if ,!m'.:- fatt . -.- id HplMlMK -.»!«; v- .«V'l,>'i. aid .'.».;'
oif© «t tat Ittthnaou it lo i©?)©X «irf ai
"Ww aiiatr wriJ lo a©i'
k> v:: ' sit { UtotgolMg «ft v/oria ot 1*1
recommep a [« ehc the geological r
be considered con.'-
, fa the event the latter
orator then the geological maps no
tent taintaiiH- e conft sntial file of
cal Surve
alls in the State of Louisiana who is
ing gas to a • I «hai- revisions el
above,
3D ; TlwfENT OF*
OF r* OF






.-legate »r the laws of the State of Louisiana,
devisee Statute* o
c hearing heM in New Orleant. on October I
after proper .'ertisement and notice t I to all a interes
-ties, rther on subsequent sstu MCttcal ex.>erier;
in tr ->»F» the feltewta
or er is issti romuigatv the Commissioner of Conservation.
F I
oner of Conservation a* follows:
1. That Statewide Order I November ft, 195&, estab-
lish . .-no of natural gas ,>ermittet, to few M wells





natte. >ve mentions kr for the j>se of
£rmining if, in actual ;.ice, the interest® of conservation ants the
requirements c --nd th< i;#rs of #ag woul be satisfh
reby.
tment of Conservation Or er No. lf»f as
overproduction oi i | t the monthly rate of one anr one-half times
the moat: a gran I >ea the manner i
this over >e brought into .. a. It has now been de-
termined .-equirementa of the gas *ry
•y from month to month tat to satisfy these requirements,
is necessary either that the nominations he more liberally estimated or
that the amount of authorized! monthly ovc Ion be increase
'-9 4SLC '-OB -!>0iV9.'v .3 lid; ">*IA
I tedoJsO no t*a«UltfoJ ,«0*»liO wttf xii Mm! jail*
b*t«0i9*JiJt aroax II* ******
*«i si *•
i
a iX»w ?x;i ami) be. >rfsM
M
MMtJttfMH e.
t «Kf *ooiJ&itiarw5fi »<U »*f. •*
'1 *^ ITi
.1
4. vrket for the ro ace in the
State of Louil line m nomination© remain real-
istic u therefor; n should be increase llow«
ing * g r month two (*-) times the monthly
allowable assigned to it.
~Uon 4 oi rtment of Conservation
•x as follows:
'*
,-einaJ'ter prohibit- gas well may produce
ice the alio ahtfj assigned to it,
-ion sh 41 be brought into balance <*t
• timt •-.ansr herein pfOtcrtlo - ie
month. tion from a well f monthly allocable,
the excess i termec 'over >ro . IV
»
thly s less th&n its iy allowable the do*
ficie: j.11 be ?erme s un or >ro< action' M .
an the first ection 5 of s<*i- •> here
at follows:
j rein con to the conti atwithst* . no
well shall b< a. excess of its iB.iXimum efficient rate
onthly rate in excess of twice its aionthly
allowable, even curing make-up jerio is."
The other provj of De «nt of Conservation Orcier No.
rticularl visions relating to the balancing of over-
ro Hon. are not affe< this amendment
shall remain in full force anc effect.
us or 'er shall be effective from and after July 1, 1959.
TMENT C
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